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ORMSBY M'HARG OUT
OF OFFICIALLIFE.

CITIZENS PETITIO
FOR

TROUBLE

Secretary of 'Commerce and Labor
Discusses With President Matter
of Successor.

MANDAMUS

m

Nov.

in office

5

Ask That Bridge be
Built Across San
S

KEPI

Decision In Mining

Matter.

Lee McClung. once conspicuous as a
college gridiron star, taking the oath
of office as successor to Charles II.

The
Washington dispatch says:
resignation of Governor George Curry Treat.
of New Mexico, which was announced
Strong efforts were made to have
several days ago, was received Satur- Mr. Treat retained. Hundreds of letask-iday by Secretary of the Interior Bal- ters are on file in the department
retention.
Febstate
Five
of
ghis
banking
linger, to take effect the last
ruary. Governor Curry gives as the associations petitioned the President
reason for leaving the government to keep Mr. Treat in office.
A. Piatt Andrew will take the oath
service, the rehabilitation of his prias
director of the mint today.
have
vate business affairs, which
Nagel Goes to Texas.
incumbenhis
suffered
during
greatly
New
Nov. 1. Secretary
Orleans,
cy. Secretary Ballinger said that he
left last night for Port Arthur,
Nagel,
consideration
not
had
yet given any
From there he goes to Galvesto the matter of Governor Curry's suc- Texas.
ton and Houston. He took up with
cessor."
the President on the voyage down the
Arrested by Mounted Police.
Mississippi river the question of a
reB.
Rusk
J.
Policeman
Mounted
successor to Ormsby McHarg, assistported to headquarters today that he ant secertary of commerce and labor
had arrested D. Martinez, E. Copeland, but no decision was reached.
Bud McDonald and Carl Serkey at
Chama, Rio Arriba county, for assault. DRAWS SALARY FOR
The first two were' fined $10 and costs
FIVE POSITIONS.
and t'1" latter two were dismissed.
Notaries Public Appointed.
U. S. District Clerk Joseph C. Fennell
Governor Curry today appointed the
Given Allowances for Several
following notaries public: George W.
Jobs.
Moreland, Texico, Curry county; Wes
D.
Washington,
J., Nov. 1. How
ley M. Hall, Clovis, Curry county; El- would you like to draw the salaries for
mer W. Marsh, Santa Fe, Santa Fe five
jobs? Joseph C. Fennell, clerk
county; Samuel Bushman, Gallup,
of the United States circuit court of
county.
London, Richmond, Chattlesburg, JackGovernor Kept Busy.
son and Covington, Kentucky, does.
Governor Curry did not get away to The
point came up when Mr. Fennell
Albuquerque on Saturday evening as turned in his mileage account.
The
he had hoped on account o the press
comptroller of the treasury has solof business.
"This man is officialemnly declared:
District Court.
five individuals,
where upon are
ly
A petition for mandamus was filed
based his milease allowance and he
today in the district court for San gets the sal u'ies awl allowances of all
Juan county by E. R. Chambers, C. H. five offices."
Algert, H. Dunlap, G. E. Kentner and
The
admitted that if
other citizens of Fruitland, San Juan he "werecomptroller
a separate and independent
county, against the Board of County clerk at each place of holding court,"
Commissioners of that county, to com- he would not be entitled to mileage,
pel the board to build a bridge across but was entitled to ,the emoluments
the San Juan river at Fruitland. The and his appointment to all five offices,
petition sets forth that bonds for that. contrary to court practices elsewhere,
purpose had been voted two years ago is held valid.
and that material for the bridge had
been hauled to the site by several of STATISTICS PROVE
the petitioners, but that the board has
GENERAL PROSPERITY.
taken no further steps to build the
General Car Shortage Feared on Ac
bridge.
The following two cases from Rio
count of Remarkable Revival
.Arriba county have been appealed to
in Business.
the U. S. supreme court: Territory vs.
Washington, D. C. Nov. 1. Pros
Beynel Garcia, convicted of assault perity has arrived, according to a
with intent to kill, and Wirt Gomez & statement issued
today by the bureau
Company vs. George W. Kutz Com- of statistics, department of commerce
pany, involving 500 head of sheep that and labor. During September the bushad been replevined.
iness of the country and the volumtie
Judge McFie this forenoon handed of freight cars used reached propor
down his decision in the case of M. tions which excelled those of the same
O'Neill vs. Fred J. Otero, master, in- month last
year, in fact, there are involving title to a number of mining dications of car shortage soon develop
claims in the Cerrillos mining district ing. The
improved conditions are
in Santa Fe county.
most pronounced in the coal and iron
The decision was in favor of the trades. The movement in lumber is
defendant and will permit him to
also heavier.
with the sale cf the company's
held
The
court
property at Cerrillos.
"that O'Neill was trustee for the com
pany and that the assessment work
done under the name of DeLallo in
uured to the benefit of the company,
because performed by trustee. The
:amount cf labor done is to be a pre
ferred claim against the property of
the company. The DeLallo location
is ruled not to have been a valid
location as it' was not made in good
faith but for the purpose of compel!
ing the company to pay some back
indebtedness.
ONeills claims may
he adjusted in the receivership.
I
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TURNS

Arrives

IN MOURNING.

Officially Announced That Na More
Foot' Ball Games Would Be
Played This Season.

West Point, Nov. 1. The military
academy is In moruning today over
the loss of Cadet Byrne, who died yesterday, the result of a broken neck
sustained in Saturday's foot ball game
with Harvard. It was officially an
nounced today that West Point would
play no more foot ball game this sea
son.
LOS ANGELES VETERAN
DIES 107 YEARS OLD
Fought For Republic of Mexico in
War With United States-Fun- eral
Today.
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 1. Andres
Medano, a Mexican, who died at the
toage of 107 years, was burled here
day. He had lived at Los Angeles
seventy years. During the Mexican
war he served as private soldier in
the army of the republic.
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Body Arrived To

day in Tokio From
Harbin

PARTISANS AREUNDER ARMS

i

Election in Parts of Kentucky
May Result in Bloody
Conflict.

j

New York, Nov. 1. New York's
mayoralty campaign this year will be
carried right up to election time, and
tonight speeches will be made in various parts of the city by Otto T.
the Republican candidate for
mayor, and Judge Gaynor, the Democratic candidate. William R. Hearst
closed his campaign last night. Leader
Murphy, of Tammany, said today that
Gaynor will be elected without doubt.
He predicted Hearst will turn second
and Bannard third. The Hearst and
Bannard forces are also claiming the
election of their candidtes. Rain is
predicted for tomorrow.
Ban-nar-

Taxation a Leading Issue.

Cincinnati, Nov. 1. The municipal
cities and
campaign in seventy-seve:9: villages of Ohio closes today.
They have been the quietest for years,
taxation being the leading issue of
n

j

Jackson, Ky., Nov. 1. "Hell has
broken loose in Breathitt," thai is the
laconic and somewhat startling message that has gone to Governor Will-son- ,
and the governor is hurrying
home from the Waterways Convention1
at New Orleans. There are grave fears
of trouble in the Jackson and Breathitt county election tomorrow, and the
authorities have lost no time putting
this town under military surveillance.
Twenty-twmembers of the Lexington1
militia are encamped here and more
are coining. Some of the bloodiest affairs in the history of Kentucky have
been fought in Jackson on political oc-- ;
casions.
Circuit Judge J. II. Adams, the Re-- !
for
publican candidate
against J. P. Redwine, of Sandy Hook,
sent a call for troops to Acting Gov- ernor W. II. Cox last night, declaring
that there were large forces of armed
men espousing the Democratic cause,'
that the county officials are powerless
and a tight is imminent.
Troops Mean Business.
Troops will be sent today to Crock
ettsville, War Creek, Oakdale and oth-- j
er places, where trouble is expected.
Ball cartridges were issued to the
troops today. This city is crowded
with excited mountaineers.
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at Mississip

pi's Capital From
New Orleans

MILITARY ACADEMY

m

Chicago, Nov. t. The role of the
exposition in iiiilint; the migrations of
men to new homes. 10 opportunities in
new regions ami in populating the un- - j
peopled parts of the I'nitcd States i
came in for comment i iy Secretary'
Ballinger of the department of the!
interior when here. The railways of
the northwest particularly are turning
towards that method, with moving
pictures to add to the vividness of
the story told at long range about CAPITAL CITY IN NI0URNIN6
the actual products, actual conditions
and the actual scenes which the lan.l-- j
hungry or dissatisfied men and
nR!HoU8es Draped With Bunt- en would find were they to take
journeys of investigation. Hciv inj
ing of Bright Colors,
Chicago, at the gateway to the north,
As is Custom.
south and west, a continuous exposi- tion is part of the plan of the northwest. Opportunity League, on whose! Tokio, Nov. 1 The bodv of Prince
advisory board are Hon. M. K. Hay, Ito, who was assassinated by a Korean
Governor of Washington: Hon. Edwin !U Harbin. Manchuria, was received
L, Norris. governor of Montana: Jos- - in this cUr tllis
afternoon with great
eph Simon, mayor of Portland; Louis honors
Tin. scene at the station
YY. Hill,
.
president of the Great North-- : v.hc,n
was rt.mark.
,,0(lv
ern railroad: Howard Elliott,
presi- - .,,,,
The platform was tilled with dis- dent of the Northern Pacific railway;
.
i it
t. H
ill
(.:(!
JHIIJiU.
mi.SUiniirif
Darius Miller, first vice president of r:,ru.,A
and private life, five princes being
&
the Chicago, Burlington
Quiitey among the assemblage.
The route to
railway.
the ho home was lined with thousands
"The visitor will be shown how the of
mourners, and from every house
arid lands are irrigated and will be
and crepe were draped, the crepe
flags
given concrete evidence of the crops
raised on the once inhospitable soil," being of bright colors as is the custom
in Japan. The body will lie in state at
Secretary Ballinger said. "Prospee
when
tive settlers of the far west will be ,!le residence ""til Thursday,
bl' llt'1;
able to canvass all the available areas t,le tuwrlii
Unrest in Korea,
and to ascertain the exact conditions!
London, Nov. 1. A correspondent of
prevailing in each locality. Taking it
all together, I cannot praise the ex- - tIu' Slar- - iU Kobe, Japan, telegraphs
position too highly as an educational 'that an outbreak in Korea is expected
unrest oe-ifeature aiding the government's work following the
the
of Prince
encasioned
assissination
arid
lands
the
and
by
reclaiming
couraging settlement in these portions lto. General Okubo, the commander-o-f
the far west."
of the Japanese force in Korea,
j
Secretary Ballinger's comment was has abandoned his projected visit to
in particular concerning the land and Tokio, and is perfecting plans to deal
irrigation exposition to be held for with the threatened uprising.
a few days during November under
the auspices of the Chicago Tribune STRANGE HAPPENINGS
wnicn nas neen accepted witn an en- IN VARIOUS PARTS.
thusiasm that indicates how import
ant, a factor a permanent, central
Year old By with Mysterious
exposition to explicit a region wiHiEleven
Powers
Arizona School Teacher
become.
Rediscovers Himself.
!

the campaign.
Saloon Interests Help Democrats.
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 1. The
municipal campaign throughout the
state closes tonight. The saloon question has been the principal topic of the
orators. The Republicans allege that
the brewers of the state have contributed largely to the campaign fund
of the Democrats in Indianapolis, with
the hope of influence the in the next
legislature in favor of the liquor business.
HALF MILLION DOLLAR
CATTLE RANCH SALE.
Democratic Gain in Boston.
Boston, Mass.. Nov. 1. The managers of both parties are claiming vic- Dr. J. M. Cunningham and Frank
and Frank Springer of Las Vetory at tomorrow's state election. It
is generally admitted that the Demogas Dispose of Interests.
cratic vote of Boston will be increased.
Denver, Colo., Nov. 1. Henry M.
TOO MUCH DRINK
Porter, the well known Denver capiRESULTS DISASTROUSLY. talist, and Dr. J. M. Cunningham and
Frank Springer, of Las Vegas, N. M..
his partners in the Red River Cattle
Good
a
Position
Man
Loses
Young
in New Mexico, have disCompany,
and an Older Man Nearly
posed of their interests in that, conHis Life.
cern, including both cattle and rach-es- ,
for something like 1300,000.
Last Saturday night, as is usual at
The cattle have been purchased by
the week's end, was marked by much the firm of Richard & Comstock of
heavy drinking, but this time liquor western Nebraska, and about
f
was the cause of two unfortunate and
the
13,500 head, have already-beecattle,
serious happenings. Vicente Alarid. a
delivered 10 them. It will take
well-likeand trusted employe of the another
year to gather and deliver
local postoffice, while under the in- the
half. Pollock & Company,
other
fluence entered the store of Julius were the
of the Red River
purchasers
Gerdes and attempted to make away anches,
about 10,000
comprising
with some of the stock. Alarid claims, acres.
store
however, that he mistook the
Porter became interested in the con
and
after trying cern which was disposed of back in
for a
saloon
the door, became imbued with the i lea 1881, and it has yielded him large re
that his friends were playing a trick turns ever since. This deal by no
upon liim by locking him out. Not means marks his retirement from the
knowing what he was doing he shat- cattle business, however, as he is still
in the door heavily interested in both land and
the glass
tered
and secured an entrance. The noise cattle in the vicinity of Springer, Colattracted the attention of one of the fax county, New Mexico.
guest's of the Claire hotel and the
police were notified. Alarid was at WILL TRAIN IN
once arrested and placed in jail. The
CALIFORNIA MOUNTAINS.
escapade has cost him his job and
may have still further serious results. During November, However, Jeffries
The stolen goods were returned and
Will Remain in Vicinity of
the glass broken was paid for. Gerdes
New York.
has decided not to prosecute, but District Attorney E. C. Abbott will take
New York. Nov. 1. Jaines J. Jeffries
,
up the matter.
will remain in the vicinity of New
Fell to Probable Death.
York until after December first, when
While out with friends Saturday
it will be decided where he will fight
Roman
former
a
guard
Lucero,
night,
at the penitentiary, drank more than Jack Johnson. His plan is to walk
was good for him. At a late hour from five to ten miles daily, and to
while in a maudlin condition, he set work in the local gymnasium about
out for home. Reaching the concrete three hours each day. As soon as it is
to be held,
bridge spanning the Santa Fe creek decided where he fight is
at Don Gaspar avenue, he sat dowil Jeffries will go to the mountains in
at the side of the bridge to rest. Sud California and will begin hard train
WILDLY denly he toppled over backward and ing.
CHEER
CROWDS
Johnson in Chicago.
fell heavily to the rocks below. He
Chicago, Nov. 1. Jack Johnson, the
was later picked up by some of the
men from Closson's livery stable, in a colored champion, returned to Chica
Street Parade to Agricultural badly bruised condition. His neck go today after his conference with
was also painfully twisted. He was Jeffries. As to the proposed fight
Fair Grounds Led by
taken to his home where he lies in a with Jeffries, Johnson said he thought
Executive.
very critical condition. The man has it would take place next Jully.
a wife and six children.
WILL CONTEST DRAGGED
1.
Nov.
President
Jackson, Miss.,
ALONG 21 YEARS.
PRISON CONDITIONS IN
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 1. AcTaft arrived here, from New Orleans
STATE
DEMOCRATIC
cording to an opinion handed down
at 8:45 this morning. He was escortby the. fourth court of civil appeals,
a
where
gened to the Edwards hotel,
San Antonio. Tex.. Nov. 1. The the will of John W. Harris, who died
eral reception committee of 200 Missls-sinnian- s state convicts are forced to mine coal at Galveston 21 years ago, will be proawaited him. Soon after a under most terrible conditions has bated in the near future. The destreet parade was formed, led by the been established by the committee now ceased was a well known pioneer and
President and Governor Noel in an au- investigating the Texas state peniten left a large estate. The delay is due
tomobile, and proceeded to the agri- tiary system and the penal J settle to the existence of two wills claimed
cultural building of the state fair, ments. They have found that at the to have : been' executed on the same
were day,,' July 10, 18S0. To the widow and
where the president evinced much in- Calvery coal mine the prisonej-mud other heirs it was unknown that Mr.
in
Presto
water
The
and
work
terest in the exhibits there,'
required
ident was then escorted to the race reachinc in many instances, to their Harris had adonted Annie YV. Dallam
track, where an immense throng await- knees. To mine seven tons per day- of Matagorda county and thus made
ed him. The President was cheered the task imposed, under these condi- her one of his heirs. The legal ac
was tions ensuing are the cause of the de
!
wildly when introduced by Governor ( Hons is a superhuman labor, but
.
lay. ,
exacted nevertheless.
Noel.

PRESIDENT

hi

m

j

MITE

Judge McFie Hands Down

Mill

of Products.

county

Three
York Governor Wilson
Candidates ConfiCalled Home to
dent of Winning
Kentucky

Busy

fiQCAT

Secretary Ballinger Comments Upon
Importance of Central Exhibits

New

Juan

NO. 302

NEW MIGRATION FACTOR
IS THE EXPOSITION.

!

ran

Ft

1. Important
and a new swing in
changes
the administration work ot the treasury occurred today.
Oruisby McHarg, assistant secretary of commerce and labor, left last
night for New York, where he will become a member of the law firm of
Noble, Jackson and Hubbard. Solicitor Earl of the department took Mr.
McHarg's place temporarily.
The retirement of James B. Rey- CAMPAIGN TO LAST
nolds as assistant secretary of the
treasury becomes effective today. He
will sit with the new tariff commis- Leader
Murphy of Tammany
sion, of which he is a member.
Predicts That Hearst
The change in the office of United
States treasurer takes effect today.
Will Be Second.

Washington,

'
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LID WAS TIGHT
IN ALBUQUERQUE.

Portland, Nov. 1. In the same
room where 17 years ago her mother
was found dying, a suicide,
Elsie
Saloon Men Obey Order of Sheriff
20 years old, daughter of
Lewis,
Romero and the Law in Duke
was
Yeonard Lewis, of Russelville,
City.
found suffering burning pain from
According to the Albuquerque Journ- carbolic acid taken, it is asserted, with
al, the lid was on tisht in the Puke suicidal intent.
City yesterday and not one saloon sold
The same physicians who strove In
any strong drink. The Journal goes so vain to save the moiher's life pre
far as to say that most of the saloon served that of the daughter. Melanemployees liked it and some of them cholia is said to have been the cause.
went hunting while others went to Boy With
Alarming Psychical Powers.
church. Concludes the Journal:
Portland, Ore., Nov. 1. It is
"Considerable speculation was heard
by alleged witnesses that a
yesterday and last night as to the second exhibition of the unknown
length of time the lid could be ex- force which turned the contents of a
pected to stay on. Some seemed to Marshall street house topsy turvy,
consider it only a spasm of virtue Thursday, occurred Saturday in a
from which the officers would recover lodging house to which the 11 year
and these predicted an early return old boy mentioned to connection with
to the back door and wide open pol- the former exhibition had been taken.
After the first occurrence was
icy. The general opinion, however,
was that the lid is on this time to stay made, in which chairs, chinaware and
and there were even those who ex- kitchen utensils moved like things
'
press the opinion, in some cases hope, alive and defied all known laws of na-- j
in others fear, that in a few brief ture, according to many
spectators,
months, saloon doors would not only the mother of the child is said to have
On the first day of the been notified by the owner of the
be closed.
week, commonly called Sunday, but on Marshall street premises that if the
the other days of the week commonly boy had been responsible, she must
called Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, take him away.
Thursday, Friday and 'Saturday."
Saturday morning the mother took
her child to the lodging house and in
j

ROBBERS

Oil

the afternoon another exhibition similar to the first is declared to have occurred.
The child's name is Ernest Harps.
He is a son of Mrs. Annie Harps and
grandson of J. C. Sanders, both families having lived at Saxon, Iron county, Wisconsin, when the boy was born.

SHOOT
MARSHAL

Four of Them

Sur-

prised at Their

i

His Mind a Blank.
Tempe, Ariz., Nov. 1. Beverly M.
Nevison, formerly a teacher in the
high school here, whose mysterious

11
created
disappearance January
much interest throughout the country, is believed to be in San Francisco.
A letter received from him by A. M.
Harmer stated that his mind had pracmonths.
tically
ESCAPE After been a blank forhe many
GOOD
had traveled
leaving Tempe
in a sailing vessel to China, Japan and
Alaska. The cold of the latter place
One of the Outlaws Was seemed to restore his health and memory. The last he remembered of TemWounded as He Was
pe was two weeks before leaving
there.
Fleeing.
The Elks lodge at Phoenix, of
he is a member, made every
which
robKansas City, Mo., Nov. 1. Four
to
effort
locate him without success.
the
in
were
at
work
bers
surprised
at
Brothers
Bradshaw
of
store
general
Lenexa, Kan., early today, and shot THREE HUNDRED
MINERS ENTOMBED.
and mortally wounded W. D. Haskins,
One
town
marshal. They escaped.
the
of the robbers was also shot, how bad- Waters Rushing Into Tareni Coal Pit,
Great Britan, Cause Terrible
ly is not known.
'
Disaster.

Work

IDE

LONG

JHEIR

DISTANCE WALKER
STARTS FOR NEW YORK.

London, Nov. 1. Three hundred
Charles miners were imprisoned this afterSan Francisco,
Hahn, the long distance pedestrian, noon by water rushing into the Tare- Glamon-shirstarted this morning for New York, ni coal pit at
Three bodies were recovered.
taking the southern route. Hahn expects to cover seven thousand miles A hundred and fifty miners were re
in 250 days and he will go via Arizona onerl alive but others are still held
'
and New Orleans.
prisoners and the waters are rising.
Nov.

'
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100 lbs Pansy Flour

$3.20

ggasi7m

"
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VERSION
OF
"THE
VAMPIRE."
By Francis B. Ross.)
A fool there was and she lowered her
pride
Even as you and ),
To a bunch of conceit in a masculine
hide,
We saw ihe faults that could not be
denied l,
Bui the fool saw only his manly side.
(Even as you and 1),

1.60

(

1

(

100"

Bobolink

$3.10'

l

50

1.55

Oh, the love we laid

'

our

own

heart's grave

flHfrt

W UlvC

on

rptfistp.r

'With the care of our head and hand.
Belongs to the man who did not know
(And now we know that he never

tir.1rp.tft

with all cash purchases.

could know)
And did not understand.
A fool

there was, and her she gave,
Kven as you and I),

f

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Of nchle thoughts,

of gay and grave.
(And all were accepted as due to the
knave)
(Evv.r. as von and I).

No. 40

Telephone

stabs we hid, which the Lord
forbid
Had ever been really planned.
(We took from the man who didn't
know why),
And did not understand.

Oh, the

IB3S35S

CALL AfID SEE FOR YOURSELF

The fool was loved while the game
was new,
(Even as you and I),
And when it was played she took her

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

cue,

8

j

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

But it isn't the ache of the heart, or
its break
That stings like a white-ho- t
brand,
It is learning to know that she raised
a god
And bent her head to kiss the rod
For one who did not understand.

Deco-

Novelties,

China,

(Plodding along as most of us do),
trying to Keep ms tauits from view,
(Even as you and I),

Leather and Leather Ebony
Good?.

Death of Old Settler Juan de .TGarcia, aged 76 years, died at Roy
last week of mountain fever.
Bought Spanish American Eugene
J. H. Roy has bought out the interest
of A. S. Bushkevitz in the Roy Ameri-man- .
estis

s. Spitz

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

Another Distinguished

iSKXsSiSEBSS

Undertaker and Embalmer
J.

D. MULLIGAN

FUNERALS
RESIDENCE
NIGHT PHO.NK
PICTURE FRAMING

RED

Given Careful
Personal Attention
OFFICH

188

PHONE

TASTEFULLY

AND

RED

SATISFACTORILY

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

&

130
DONE.

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy fend Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

j

FRANK

F- -

Sec-

GORMLEY

SANTA FE, N. M.

Death of Old Timer John A. Walters, one of the old timers in Lincoln
county, died at Lincoln last week of
neuralgia of the heart.
Dentist's
Home
Destroyed The
home of Dr. E. P. Brown, a dentist
living a mile west of Roy, Mora county, was destroyed by fire last week.
Big Ranch Deal Wayne Brazel, W.
D. Buck and A. M. Shoemaker have
purchased the Baird & Gould and the
Z. F. Keene ranches and cattle near
Lordsburg, Grant county.
Another Death From Scarlet Fever
Duian, Torrance county, reports another death from scarlet fever. The
three year old child of Transito Sanchez died after an illness of only
one day.
Will Rebuild School House The
board of education of Socorro has
decided to rebuild the school house
Dtirnect aown.
The new
recently
school house will be a one story brick

structure.

Send for prices for tanning and lining j
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

436 Canon Road
Phone Black 19

Visitor

retary of War Dickinson has promised
to visit Fort Bayard, Grant county,
in the near future.

Hunter
men were
man $o
week for

General
Merchandise

Fined

for

Trespass

Two

fined $50 and costs and one

TO

PRICES
FROM

Telephone 65
Screened Raton Lump.
Screened Genera Lump,
Screened Cerrillos Lump,

$4.59 p?r Ton
$5.25 per Ten
SS.UC per Tan

Anthracite Coal all Sizes. Smithing Ccal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

PO Box

FOR

219.

OR

S. E. CorLer, Plaza.
Meals 35c. Board by week $6.00
Mrs Willey, Prop.

FRESH EGGS
CREAM & MILK
Telephone No 140 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

WORK

Send Your laundry to the
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
at Albuquerque.
Basket leaves Tueiday.
Returns Friday.
AGENCY for Santa Fe at Kerr
Barber Shop;
F. O. BROWN,
Phone No 122
Red
Agent.
,

i

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

Prepared
Only at

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt ana Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

DLV?SED

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

co M

Courses

ra ry

scenS-VfT- c

Academic and Preparatory Courses

form Separate Departments

BOARDING and DAYISTUDENTS.

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President
t'

OUR GUARANTEE
We guarantee a saving of
d
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot. '
3.
We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. Wre guarantee that the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning
1.

1
1
1J
11

IJ

one-thir-

without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and flight, with soft coal, hard

coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee
every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long
as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with,
the understanding that the stove be
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.

WW

Zook s

rof 5mmmns

CITY.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

SON

CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY:

THE

IN

Alfa lea
Also Good lot Chickens

e

HOOVER

Phone 36

TRYOUR Ground

Ca-arr-

LAUNDRY

HALF CENTURY

HOUSE

Will

FIRST CLASS

EXCHANGE BOARDING
:
:
HOUSE

A

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

Rent Money

CAPITAL COAL YARD

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A., T. & S. f. Depot

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

CALL AND SEE THEM

Jtsk tour Wife

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

86.00

$4.00

Ifyou want a good pair of Sines-fo- r
the boy try a pair of
BULL'S EYE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

try

14 DAYS

MU.

KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND

The New Mexican Printing Company has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents in book form, j

PILES CURED JN 6

S.

WE HAVE THEM

& CO.

If you want anytnmg on earth
New Mexican want "ad."

b

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

He returned the money
confessed.
claiming it was only a joke.
New Mexico Team Won The University of New Mexico football team
at Albuquerque on Saturday defeated
the El Paso Military Academy team
by a score of 15 to 0. The University
team will play the University of Colorado at Boulder next Saturday.
Shot a Big Grizzly Joseph Cannard
while out hunting in Colfax county last
week with W. J. Tate and J. K. Hunt,
brought down the big grizzly known as
Clubfoot," who had been a terror to
farmers and stockmen since he lost
one of his paws some years ago in a
trap.
Convicts of Scenic Highway Twenty-convicts
six
from the territorial
penitentiary under charge of J. D.
Merriweather, good roads engineer,
have moved their camp from Watrous
where they worked on the Santa Fe
trail in Dox canon, to Las Vegas,
where they will repair the Scenic
Highway from Las Vegas up the Gal- linas canon near El Porvenir.
Attempted Jail Break at Mora Jose
murderer, and
Esquibel, confessed
Porfito Cordova, in jail in default of
bonds, were thwarted in a desperate
attempt to break jail at Mora Saturday
night. They had sawed two bars from
the outside window, when discovered
by the jailer. Cordova, in some manner had secured a key to Esquibel's
cell and had released him. Had the
break been successful, a number of
other prisoners would have escaped
also.
Fatal Injury to Workman Last
week at the Roberts ranch in the San
Simon valley, Grant county, a workman named Johnson was fatally injured while repairing a pump. Johnson and a workman Dick Mays were
struck on the head with a flying piece
of scantling while in the well and
appeared to have escaped serious injury. In about an hour Johnson
lapsed into unconsciousness and he
was taken to Lordsburg for medical
treatment. He was suffering from
oedema of the brain and will probably die.

a

Incorporated 1903

seugin

r. snoop's
Conqfa Cure

PAZO OINTMKNT Is guaranteed to cure
and costs at Cimarron last
any case of Itching, Blind Bleeding or Protrespassing on the lands of truding Piles in 6 to 14 days or money reFrederick Whitney, Colfax county, funded. 50c,
while hunting.
Attempted to Rob Maxwell
An attempt was made last
week to force an entrance into the
postoffice and store at Maxwell City,
Colfax county, but the would-b- e
About a Horn
burglar was frightened away.
living in
pvprv tidoman
at Clovis The Wrhite
Eurglary
property Imps to
a
house
into
of her own
pet
House Bar at Clovis was robbed last
There are hundreds of thirps
week of $14.90 taken from the cash
she would like to dotorrakeher
cwn home more confortable,
till. Otto Cramer was arrested and
attractive and pleasant Nearly
every won an is a money saver
and she will help j ou wonderfully
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
to pay for a home.
Lucas County ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
Do
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
the city of Toledo, County and State
We will fell you a very desiraforesaid, and that said firm will pay
able hon.e on payments which
rent money will n ake
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLjour
I'on't wait. Begin now paying
LARS for each and every case of
h
for your home.
that cannot be cured by the use
LET US EXPIAIN
OI'R
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
CONTRACT JOK CHEAP MONEY.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before me and subscribed
GEO. M. KIN SELL
294 San Francisco St.- in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D., 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- D. M.
&
ally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucuous surfaces of the system.
Builders and Contractors
Send for testimonials free.
&
F. J. CHENEY
CO., Toledo, O.
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Furnished on short notice
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Post-offic-

Established 1856.

Never, pofitivelyneverpoisonyonrlungrs. Ifyou
ci.:ish even from a sitni'li- - cold only you should
heal, soothe, ami wise the irritated bron-ci.U- il
tubes.
Dou't blindly suppress it with a
stupefying poison. It's strange how som" things
fi ;i'.!iy come about. For twenty years lr. Shoop
u s (:ontantly warned pvop'.j tint to take const"
r Mures or prescriptions containing Opium,
t'i.inrpforni, or similar poisons. And now a little
h;te though Congress sa. s "Put it on the label,
in your Cough Mixture." Goodl
ii poisons !are
y. TV pood ! llereafterfortliinveryreasonmothers,
Bnd others, should insist on having Dr.
Coiifh Cure. No poison marks o Dr. Snoop',
lalieis and none in the medicine, else it must by
law be on the label. And it's not only safe, but it
Is said to be by those that know it liest, a truly re--i
:in liable cough remedy. Take no chance then,
particularly with your children. Insist on having
);. Shoop's Cough Cure. Compare carefully the
lr. shoop package with others and note the
difference. No poison marks there! You Can
ahvays be ou the safe side by demanding

STRIPLING-BURORW-

(

Winter Grocery Co.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER f, 1903.

Cough Caution

ROUND

WOMAN'S

50 "

SAXTA FE, X. IT.

HARDWARE CO.

,

PHARMACY
PRONE NO 218

PAGE THREE.

TIME TABLE OF
LOCAL TRAINS

THROW OUT THE LINE.

THREE STATES

Give Them Heip and Many Santa Fe
People Will Be Happier.

f

infill against tlx- dominant Republican
is
Organization. While the contest
n:i;,;ei by the independents a "fiaht
tor
vie righteousness" it. is a fight

IB

i

New Mexico Military Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
lnHvi,;i the identical elements that
.
Th Weil Point of th Southwett."
ckisheii in 1905, with State Senator
"Throw Out the Life Line"
a in.
Army Ofl.cers Detailed by War Department.
Janus p. McNichol, political boss.'
The kidneys need help.
Armv
Train arrives from the north at 4
on
one
Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
indeC.
and
the
overworked
I).
can't get
side,
Gibhony,
They're
1
"A."
li. n;.
IS, 4,"
pendent Democ ratic candidate for dis-- 1
poison filtered out of the blood.
New Mefco Central.
iiict attorney, on the other. As the, H
Thpvrp rftrin wnrsp ovprv minute.!
Through Academic course, preparing young
Train leaves Santa Fe at 1:45.
district attorneyship is regarded po-- ,
men for college or for buinssi life. Great
Will you help them?
Ls
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25.
as the most important office
Doan's Kidney Pills have brought
amount of open air work. Healihleis location
our-iil- c
Santa Fe Railroad.
the mayoralty, this is regard-- 1
from the verj;e of despair.
of any Military School in the Union. Located
connect
to
S:25
Leave Santa Fe
ei! as a contest of greater importance!
"mt.
L '.
rT"
r.
Will cure any form of kidney troubPecos Valley the garden
d the beautiful
vith Nos. 10 and 2 from the south and le.
than that of Jour years ago, when the;
of
Wen
the
at ao e'evatloc of 3.70ft
spot
3
east
at
the
from
No.
Lamy
west, and
Republican organization was defeat-- !
Thomas M. Baca. Cerrillos street,
feet above sea level, suuhlne everv day, but
J motion.
is.uim
e,i
by
majority.Santa Fo N. M., says: "My faith in
Ittle rain or snow during session.
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
The contest in San Francisco is'
as
is
Pills
Doan's
strong
Kidney
just
Eleven Officers and instructors, ail graduHOT
Leaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect
IN NEW YORK similar in many respects to that in!
CONTEST
as when I publicly recommended
with No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. m today
ates
from siardard eastern colleges. Ten
on
The
the
Philadelphia.
fight
hinges
suf1902. I was caused much
Leaves Santa Fe 7:20 to connect them in
district attorneyship, with the contin-- '
:
buildings, throughly furnished, heatad. lighted
or four
.1 and
with 7 and 9 from the east and 4 and fering by backache for three
nation of the gra,ft prosecution as the'
modern lp- - all respects.
In
off
from!
Maryland Spirited Fight most prominent issue. District Attor-- !
years and though I never laid
6 from the west. Arrives 11:10 p. m.
E. A. Cahoou, President; W
REGENT.
'
work, my back was so painful at times
is Being Waged to Disfranm y Francis .1. Heney, who conducted I
j
Vice
Hamlltoa.
President; J, Phelps White,
G,
to
that It was all I could do to attend
the s;raft prosecution, is a candidate)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
J
chise the
o.
Treasurer;
what I was doing. Doan's Kidney
for
He is opposed by
A Fllyan
Serial 031)04.
Pills, procured at Stripling, Burrows
Charles M. Fickert, who was nomi--- '. j
& Co.'s drug store, entirely relieved
'."
Not Coal Land.
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
.
,
Washington. Nov. 1. Though full nated on the Republican and Union:
me and I had no return of the trouble i state tickets are to be voted for in Labor tickets.
address.
Department of the Interior.
William
Crocker is
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, .'ew for six months. At the end of that only three states tomorrow, there will running for mayor on the
W. WILLtOK,
COI
Republican;
attime my work brought on another
Mexico, October 4. 1909.
be scarcely a commonwealth of the ticket and Dr. T. V. B. behind is the!
$Uerlntendna.
Notice is hereby given that Bernar- tack of backache. I at once took Union without its election of minor Democratic candidate. The Union La-- !
do Martinez, of Pecos, New Mexico, Doan's Kidney Pills and they gave me officials, municipal or congressional j bor party has its own mayoralty can
who, on October 5, 1904, made Home--stea- d the desired relief. A medicine that contests or a ballot on Drowsed con- - di.late.
Mayor Tom Johnson of Cleveland is!
Entry (Serial 03904), No. 8105, lives up to the claims made for if stitutional amendments to occupy its
like Doan's Kidney Pills, deserves the attention. The states which are tola candidate for his fifth consecutive!
NV
and E
NE
for W
17 N.
choose governors and other state
and is opposed by Herman C.
Section 21, Township
Range strongest endorsement.''
For sale bv all dealers. Price 50 cials are Massachusetts, Rhode Island Baehr, the Republican candidate. In
12 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed
Cincinnati an interesting contest is on
Co., - Buffalo, and Virginia.
notice of intention to make final five cents. Foster-Milbur- n
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs In tb
Politics
in Massachusetts and for the mayoralty between Dr. Louis
year proof, to establish claim to the New York, sole agents for the United
in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these watert
located
Rhode Island loom up unusually large Schwab (Republican) and John Weld
land above described, before the Reg- States.
tested by tb
miles west has been thoroughly
Peck
and
Mavoraltv contests Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
Remember the name ;Doan"s
(Democrat.)
for an off year. Governor A. J.
ister or Receiver o the U. S. Land
miraculous cures attested to In th
is the Republican candidate for n ether cities of Ohio and in New of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases:
JUice, at oama r c, .ov .ucaiw, w.i take no other.
Paralysis. Rheuin Rhode Island. The Dem- York and New Jersey present more Fe, and about twelve miles from
the 18th day of November, 1909.
Malaria.
matism,
Neuralgia,
Bright'!
ocrats have nominated Olney Arnold, or loss interesting features. Boston
Claimant names as witnesses:
on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Notice for Publication.
Station,
not
does
votelect
a
but
the
mayor,
which point a and Mercurial Affections.
Rival, Manuel Sandoval, Apol-oui- Homestead Entry (Serial 03907) No. a Providence manufacturer, who was ers will
Scrofula,
decide upon the choice of Grande Railroad, from
defeated by a narrow margin a year
to
Martinez, Simon ViveVash, all of
runs
the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comof
line
8111.
daily
stage
two
to
govplans looking
In Massachusetts Governor
ago.
Pecos, New Mexico.
The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathDepartment of the Interior,
ernment.
Topeka will accept or reand Lieutenant Governor
MANUEL R. OTERO,
90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
from
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. Draper
head the Republican ticket ject a plan for the commission form of carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet Climate per month.
Register.
October 27. 1909.
Stage meets Denver
for a second time. Arrayed against government.
very drv and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
Notice is hereby given that Manuel them on
In
the
second
district.
Washington
the Democratic side are Jas.
rouuu18 uow
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
wuimuu upon request. This resort is attracMartinez y Lilian, of Cowsprings, N. H.
who was unsuccessful a a Representative in Congress will be iouE DOtel forluere
Vahey,
the convenience of in-- tive at all seasons and is open all
made
elected
to
succeed
Connection made wini Automobile M.. who, on October 11, 1904,
the
late
Francis
year ago, and Eugene N. Foss, a
Cushman. The Republicans have!1138 and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Callente
line at Torrance for Roswell dally Homestead Entry (Serial 03907) No. wealthy manufacturer and a former
9 a. m. and
nominated
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros 8111, for southwest quarter, (SV
Judge W. W. McCredie of trom consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at
Republican.
Alleged extravagance in
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell Section 3, Township 14 N., Range 11 the management of state affairs forms Vancouver and the Democrats have contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Callente at 5 p. m., the
' nese waters contain i.bab.24 grains same day. For further particular
at 19 nnnn Automobile leaves Ros E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice the chief issue in the Massachusetts named Ernest Lister of Takoma.
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar- of intention to make final five year contest.
In Rhode Island the fight
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The proof, to establish claim to the land hinges on the question o.; reappor- SOUTHEASTERN TEXAS PAYS
HIGH TELEPHONE RATE.
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance above described .before the Register tionment
and
several
proposed
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at San- changes in the system of government.
0j9 Callente, Taoi. ( ounty NM
It is From $3S to $60 Per Month or
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on
ta Fe, New Mexico, on the 8th day of
G. O. P. Eyes on Virginia.
Much
Than
W.
Greater
the Charges
Stockard, December, 1909.
by wire. J.
In Virginia, the governorship, along
at Santa Fe.
manager. Automobile Line.
Claimant n; mes as witnesses:
with other official places, is at stake
Juan Martinez, Luis Martinez, Jose and the question is what strength the
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 1. ChargMaria
Apodaca, Jose Angel, all of
Republicans will be able to disclose, ing that the Southwestern Telephone
THE CHIEF SUPPORT
New Mexico.
a
most
after
aggressive campaign and and Telegraph Company has been deMANUEL R. OTERO,
with the national administration domanding an exhorbitant price for its
Register.
ing all in its power to help along the service, the Retail Merchants' Assomovement to break up the solid South. ciation of this
city is making a spirThe New Mexican can do printing The fight on the governorship is the ited fight for the reduction of the
one which is being most discussed.
rate now in force. They argue that
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of Judge William H. Mann heads the if the San Antonio Telephone ComTO
Democratic ticket. The Republican
work we turn out. Try our stock
pany, a rival of the company named,
once and you will certainly come candidate is William P. Ment. Both can give its service for $2 per month,
are admittedly able men and well there is no reason
why a higher rate
again. We have all the facilities fot
qualified for the office of chief exec- should be imposed. The rate of the
in
of
out
class
work,
every
turning
utive. The Republican leaders are
eluding one of the best binderies in making roseate predictions of carry- Southwestern has been $5 per month Save
Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
for practically the same service.
the west.
ing the state. The more sober judgmade
Retail
Investigations
by the
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
ment of
politicians is Merchants Association have shown
noto
for
is
book?
be
but
this
not
that
record
and
The seals
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
expected,
that the Southwestern charges nofor sale by the New that it is possible that the Democratic where mere than $4 and
taries
public
now
they
business
extensive
our
arp, Mexican
of
the United States. Canada. Mexico
Company at very majority may be cut into heavily.
want to know the reason why the Payable Throughout
the quality of the Limber we reasonablePrinting
rates. Seals for incorpor- Disfranchisement Issue in Maryland. charge in San Antonio should be one
and all Foreign Countries.
sell, and the reasonable prices ated companies are also handled. Call
In Maryland, the amendment to the dollar more.
REMITTANCES SENT BY
we ask for it. We have built up at or address the New Mexican Print- constitution to disfranchise colored
In the case the
does not
our trade on honest lines, to ing Company, Santa Fe. New Mexico. voters is the issue that is attracting make the reductioncompany
wanted it is the
notice. The Republican leaders are intention of the
which we are still adhering, and
association to take
foot of The New Mexican can uo printing fighting the amendment tooth and nail the matter into the court and the legwe gu uantee
great confidence islature. So far the Southwestern
profess
.Lumber we sell to be just as equal to that done in any of the large and they
will
it.
If they do it will has made no statement.
defeat
they
Every piece of it cities. Our solicitor, every piece of result in placing Maryland
represented
in the
d
a
is thoroughly seasoned
work we turn out. Try our stock once doubtful column politically instead of
DOLLARS FOR
free from all imp3rfections. and you will certainly come again. We making it solidly Democratic. In MILLION
GOOD ROADS IN WASHINGTON.
have all the facilities for turning out their fight the Republicans claim to
Oar prices are satisfactory
every class of work, including one of have the support of the independent
State Appropriated $124,000 to Prothe best binderies in the west.
citizenvoters and the foreign-borvide Five Rock Crushers at
ship. On the other hand, the DemoDifferent Points.
on
the
crats are relying principally
rural vote, which is almost scluly in
favor of disfranchising the negroes, to
Spokane, Wash., Nov. 1. Official
announcement was made by Henry L.
carry the amendment to victory.
Contests in Other Ststes.
Bowlby, state highway commissioner,
OF
In New York state two justices of at a conference
in Spokane
with
the supreme cour are to be elected Frederick H. Mason, president of the
in
of
in
AND
and the fate of several constitutional Spokane
Good
Roads Association,
amendments of minor interest will be commissioners of Spokane county and
decided by the voters. Pennsylvania local business men, that $1,000,000
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
will elect au associate justice of the will be expended on new state and
RIGHT.
roads in eastern Washingsupreme court, state treasurer and state-aiton, work to begin as early as possischool whose aim is to prepare young men and women auditor general. Minor state officials
will be voted for in Nebraska and one ble the coming spring. The roads will
Don Gaspar Avenue
or two other states. In nearly all of be in Douglas, Lincoln, Adams, Spofor practical life under modern conditions. Complete
states where the elections are to kane, SI evens, Whitman, Asotin, Garthe
be held tickets have been placed in field and Walla Walla counties. The
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
the field by the Prohibitionists and commission has a state appropriation
Eco- Household
in
and
O'vil and Electrical Engineering
the Socialists, but neither party is ex- of $124,000 to provide five rock crushpected to figure prominently in the ers to be installed at Walla Walla,
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculresults.
OUR MOTTO: To have the Bost of Everything in Our Line
Lewis, Yakima and Spokane counties
New York Fight Overshadows All.
and Fidelity Island. The state and
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
Of more interest throughout the the counties benefited will share alike
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities country than even the state elections in the cost of building some of the
is the mayoralty contest in New York roads, while in other instances the
for self support.
City. Again it is the story of Tam- state bears the entire expense. ComAgain there missioner Bowlby is reorganizing the
many and
the
address
President1;
and
further
For Catalogue
information,
is a
fight involved in system throughout the state by inthe elemental situation, with William stalling engineers trained in
R. Hearst, running as an independent
W. P. Butler, until recently
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
candidate, again a prime factor as he connected with road work in Madison
Agricultural College, N. Mex.
was in the last municipal campaign county, Tennessee, has been appointOpals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
in the metropolis.
The
Tammany ed resident engineer for the Spokane
who
William
candidate is
district with local headquarters.
J, Gaynor,
527 San Francisco St.
SANTA FE, N. M.
personally has been an opponent of
ROSWELL-TORRANC- E
ring organization throughout his ca- SAN ANTONIO ALMOST AS
reer. The Republican organization
HEALTHY AS SANTA FE.
'
after vain efforts to work out a fusion
U. S. MAIL AND PA SSENGER ROUTE.
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Savin? program, nominated for mayor Otto During the Month of September Only
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Deaths Occurred
Seventy-nin- e
Passenger over 30 house between T. Bannard, a financier of standing, a
Toledo,
Agenta for the Buick, Pop
over any other route man with a clean record, but one who
Inhabitants.
these
102,000
points
Among
and Kissel Automobiles.
Full equipment of modern Cars In never has been aggressively engaged
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 1. What
Shortest route between Roswell and service securing comfort to passen in politics. The result of the
is believed to be the lowest mortality
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and gers. Courteous and expert Chauf
fight cannot be forecasted rate ever attained by any city stands
of the finest
Santa Fe and all points in the
feurs in charge of .every car. Seats with any degree of cartainty. Today, to- - the credit of San Antonio. The
Valley and western New Mex- reserver on Auto by applying tc on the eve of election, each side is monthly board of health report just
ico.
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern claiming victory by pluralities rang- Issued, shows that during September
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros ing from 50,000 to 100,000 votes.
the number of deaths due to natural
LATEST AND NEWnST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
causes among San Antcnlans was 79.
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for veil, New Mexico.
Many Cities to Vote.
50 lba. Anj
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
Interesting municipal contests will In view of the fact that city has over
Baggage allowance
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
can
be
be
decided in numerous large cities 102,000 inhabitants, this would make
carried
of
amount
baggage
Railway.
throughout the country. In Philadel- the mortality rate a little less than
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv by notifying Company at Roswell.
phia a bitter contest is on fcr the dis- 7.90 per mille. - The highest monthly
trict attorneyship and "two minor of- rate recorded so far for this year, is
fices, with a strong independent move- - 13.70.
SSI
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.

CI

Train leaves for the north at 15:15
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Tomor row Elections
Take Place Nearly Ever where
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0JI) CALIEfJTE HOT SPRINGS.
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.
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District Attorney E. R. Wright of
i nnnnnnsu
uxruxruvuuvTJxruxruvxuxruxru
Guadalupe county and Sheriff Ward of
Quay county, are the type of officers
8. J. PALES, President
J. H. VAUGHJ. Cashier.
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
i hat
every county in the Territory
A.
L.
B. READ, Assistant Cashier.
HUSHES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER
J.
should have. Despite the attitude of
FRANK P. STURGESATTORNEYS AT LAW.- Editor and President.
salocnmen and gamblers they secured
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasuresufficient evidence to convict
six
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
prominent men at the Tucumcari
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
Attorney-at-Laccurt of gambling, and Judge Cooley,
Fe
New Mexico
Santa
determined to do his part to stamp
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mall
$3.75 out t lie
5
fined
man
each
evil,
$100
and
Daily per week by carrier
;.. 25 Weekly, per year
E. C. ABBOTT,
2.00 costs and gave notice that jail sent-enc7S
Daily, per month, by carrier
.
Attorney-at-Lawwas
bis
months
because
of
suspended
1.00
Weekly,
only
65
Daily, per month, by mail
The
in
in
District and Suthe
Practice
Banking
tiie
condition
of the county
unsanitary
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
75
Daily, per year, by mail
New Mexico.
in 1370
preme Courts. Prompt and careful
jail. District Attorney Wright said
attention given io all business.
that he bad received many complaints
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
that gambling was going on and in3
stead
of
for
evidence
to
Mexican
is
in
New
New
oldest
the
waiting
be
Tbe
Mexico. It Is sent to
newspaper
I
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
to him on a gold platter took
every postcffi:- - in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation broughi
A. B. Renehan,
L. P. Davie,
it upon himself to get evidence and
amung the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
Attorneys-at-Law- .
enforce the law. Too often it is the ?
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Practice in the Supreme and Disattitude of law officers from sheriffs
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
to district attorneys to say: "We'll
'
vSs?
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
prosecute if you get us evidence to
Santa Fa - . .
New Mexico
stocks in all markets for its customers.
convict,' but it is their duty if they
Buys and sells
WHAT IS TAX INCOME?
casion to draw upon the Gila river and'a!'e. niolal' certain that unlawful con
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
CHARLES F. EASLEY,
(lit ions exist to do their part to secure
Internal He venue Collector H. P. its tributaries for water to be used in evidence
g of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
(Late
Surveyor General)
will
convict and not to
that
Pardshar and his deputies are busy irrigation; and the Gila rises in New sit by
Attorney-at-Law- .
z as are given by any money
Mr.
or
Grocer
supinely
expecting
transiniting agency public
Land and Mining business a spepreparing lists of corporations In New Mexico on the western slope of the or Mr. Printer, or some cne else to ?
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
Mexico and Arizona. Every corpora- font inental divide. By placing the
cialty.
organize themselves into a detective
I percent per annum, on six months' or
field with the territorial secre-- 'ire watershed of that stream within bureau or district
Santa Fe
New Mexico
years' time. Liberal
attorney's office so
of
boundaries
Arizona, irrigation that evidence
on
advances
made
tary the past fifty years is listed,
of
livestock
be
and
to
might
consignments
presented
products.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
though ninety per cent, of these have riRhts dependent upon it would be
the grand jury that the sheriff and the
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
Attorneys-at-Law- .
After sifLiug termined exclusively by Arizona law, district attorney should have secured.
out of business.
to
and
aims
extend
io
as
them
free
liberal
from
in
conflict
treatment
in the District Courte as
with
the
laws
all
few
Practlc
be
any
it
will
found
that
very
down,
respects,
well as before the Supreme Court of
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- corporations in the two territories will of New Mexico."
The Carlsbad Argus gives the folthe Territory.
The Denver Republican should know
lie subject to the tax at all.
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
mead of praise to Judge W. H.
lowing
Las Cruces
New Mexico
As the end of the year approaches better than to say: "It would be no
2
ojblic is resoecfullv solicited.
Pope and the court officers at the rediscussion is renewed as to the dif- great loss." It would mean the loss cent term of court at Carlsbad:
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
ficulty of calculating the new corpora- of San Juan county, the best watered
"The
term
of
court
Attorney-at-Law- .
closed
in
just
tion income tax. The bureau of intern- corner of the territory: it would mean LarisDad like
in the Supreme and Disterms
other
Practices
in
other.!
al revenue has been slow in preparing the loss of McKinley county rich in
the Fifth district, has been
of
Courts
trict
of the Territory. Office:
parts
regulations and providing blanks for coal, timber and possessing mineral conducted with a proper regard for
Socorro
New Mexico
would
mean
it
the
of
loss
returns on account of the complica- possibilities:
the rights of the taxpayers, and much
tions it has encountered, and account- western Valencia and Socorro coun- business has been transacted that has
WILLIAM McKEAN,
ants have been waiting impatiently ties with their fine grazing lands, rich not been made public. The officers of
Attorney-at-Law-.
for these in order to know how ac- gold, silver and lead mines and heavy the court have seen fit to
and Land Law.
Mining
accept
counts for the calendar year are to be timber: it would mean the loss of the the plea of guilty of several transTaos
New Mexico
made up to show the income subject greater part of Grant county and of gressors and give the minimum pento tax. The return must cover the western Rio Arriba and Sandoval coun- alty, in preference to going to the
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
C. J. Roberts,
Jesce G. Northcutt,
year ending December 31, and it must ties. It would mean the loss of 50,000 expense of jury trials, and thereby
be made in "true and accurate' form in population, of $5,000,000 in assess- have served the ends of justice without
Attorneys-at-Law- .
WLMJANl
VAUGHN
RROP,
the great cost attendant upon trials
Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trinl-- .
under oath on or before March 1. All ment, of $50,000,000 in wealth, of
square miles. Nay, nay Pauline, which go to juries.
Colorado.
assessments must be made and all the
dad,
One
in
New Mexico would never consent to
"The editor of the Argus was prescorporations notified of the amounts
G. W. PRICHARD,
on or before June 1, and collections any arrangement of that kind.
Cuisice and
ent in court, Saturday, when Judge
Large Sample
must be made on or before the 13th of
Table Service
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .'
Room for ComiPope was meting out. justice to nil.
Practices in all the District Courts
June or 5 per cent will be added toUnex
The Socorro Chieftain shows un the I Prits for I'etty offenses and was
mercial Travelers
and gives special attention to cases
gether with one per cent a month in- awkwardness of the Democratic posi-- struck witl1 'he fact that, out of the
i
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
.ntiit, ui ..I
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
terest so long as payment is delayed. tion on territorial finances as follows: turr uaaii
WASHINGTON AVENUE
prisoners wno lined hd
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
apparently
"The position of the Democratic pa- for sentence, only three had been
Notwithstanding the
tried
most
of
the
law
the
and
by
jury:
yet the result was
plain language
pers is that the cost of the administraGEORGE b. BARBEPl,
puzzling question still seems to be how tion of the affairs of the territory has the same. The judge tempered jusand Counsellor-at-Law- .
tice
with
Attorney
a
for
income
is
to
it
the
safe
mercy,
taxable
to reckon
yet
been considerably greater under resay
Practices
in
the District Court and
no
that
man
AMERICAN AND
calendar year so that it will be equit- cent Republican administrations than
escaped without getting
Courts
of the Territory.
what
was
Supreme
to
him."
actual
the
to
EUROPEAN
coming
PLAN
it was under the last Democratic adable, or even according
Prompt attention given to all business.
intent of the law. The act imposes! ministration, and that, by inference at
Lincoln County
New Mexico
an "excise tax" upon "the entire net h ast, it is thus proven that recent ReThe AVestern Liberal at,
Lordsburg
income over and above $3,000 received publican administrations have been cites an instance of the foolishness of
CATRON & CATRON,
from all sources' during the year, ex- guilty of all manner of political ungod- ordering groceries from distant whole- and Counsellors-at-Law- .
Attorneys
clusive of dividends from other cor- liness.
saie nouses. Last August, a Lords- Office :, Catron Block.
Cor" v
who thought he had struck a
porations also subject to the act.
New Mexico"Granting that recent Republican burger
Santa, Fe
of
ordered
have
good
calculating
a long bill of gro
a way
thing
porations
administrations have
more
spent
net receipts and net profits from busi money than the last Democratic ad- ceries from a Chicago house and en
G. VOLNEY HOWARD,
ness, but the real ne income may be ministration did, a part of that in- closed a check. A month passed
Attorney and Counseler at Law
J.
E.
LACOME
without
a
sign of the groceries and
different from either, and accountants creased expenditure has been for the
Practices in all courts of Territory
the Lordsburger wrote a strong letter
are still nuzzling over just what
a
Speaks Spanish.
of
debt
left
large
payment
unpaid
of
in
'
complaint
response to which he
the law intends. Net receipts are as- by that same last Democratic adminis'Phone
192 Black.
Proprietor
"
received a finely typewritten statecertained by deducting from gross re- tration. Do the Democratic
Rooms 18 and 19,
obLaughlin Block
papers
ment
bill
a
and
of
laden showing osceipts expenses of operation and var- ject? If not, their position is untenSanta Fe, N, M.
tensibly that the goods had been shipCommodious Sample I(oom
ious other charges that have to be met able and ridiculous.
ped. Another month passed by and
before the profits to be divided for the
EDWARD C. WADE,
"Granting the same thing again, a another letter was written which was Long Distance Telephone Station.
Attorney-at-Layear can be calculated. In determinreturned
of
the
the
increased
part
by
postofflce at Chicago
expenditure has
Practices in the Supreme and Dising profits there is not only a cash improved the credit of
a
few
days ago, stamped "fraudulent."
the territory
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
balance to be considered, but an inover what it was during the This is not an uncommon experience,
vastly
Steam
Heated:
merElectric
of
in
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
stocks
crease 0" decrease
but
last Democratic administration. Do
FIRST CLASS CAFE
people will buy from those who
and
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
accounts
receivable,
Room
chandise,
Lighted, Every
the Democratic pajiers object? If not,' advertise and local merchants are
Offices.
IN
CONNECTION
variations in outstanding liabilities. It their
a
Good
One,
is untenable and ridicu- much to blame for occurrences of
Las Cruces
New Mexico
is difficult in a continuous business lous, position
that kind and for much of the money
to determine exactly what belongs to
that it sent to the cities for supplies,
FttKSS TBE BUTTON WE DO THE REST.
C. W. G. WARD,
"Granting the same thing still again, because
one complete year from January 1 to
do not advertise as fully
they
Territorial District Attorney.
a
of
that increased expenditure as do the
part
December 31. There may be a shrinkcity houses, in fact, some
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
has been for the better maintenance of local
age in value denoting actual loss when
merchants do not advertise at
.
Las
New Mexico
Vegas
the
public schools and the institutions all to their own loss and
there is a balance of receipts over exthat of the
of
education
in
the
higher
territory, community.
penditures for the year.
W. A. FLEMING JONES,
Tbe tax provision as construed by for the improvement of the public
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN
Bonds and Investments.
for
the
erection
roads,
of
additional
the attorney general takes account
The
U.
S. Commissioner for the Third
some
of
of
breththe
humility
and better public buildings, for estabonly of revenues actually received, not
ren of the press is so colossal, in fact,
Judicial District of New Mexico.
those earned, and expenses, etc., actu- lishing more and better charitable in- it is so persistently brought to the fore
Lg Cruces
New Mexio
and for very many other as
to be almost vanity. Says the Des
ally paid, not those incurred, during stitutions,
Eastern
and
local
bank
references.
to
that
modgo
the
distinguish
the year, and this gives a chance for things
Moines
Swastika
for
instance:
no end of variation from what really ern New Mexico from the primitive
H. R. PUTNAM,
"To the charge of ignorance which
New Mexico that existed under the
Fiist Class ISestaiirarLt laa. C03xxs.9ctS.oxi.
U. 8. Court Commissioner and
belongs to the year. This may be unthe
Citizen
Clayton
makes
against the
RATES 50c and up
G. LUPfi HERRERA Prop,
avoidable or it may be managed so as last, unlamented democratic adminisConveyarcer.
editor of this paper, we are compelled
OPEN Day & Night
to reduce the tax, and the task of de- tration. Do the Democratic papers ob- to enter a
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
Fe
Santa
New
Mexicoto these things? If not, their poprompt plea of guilty. IgCorrespon .ents asking informatloa
tecting evasions will be impossible, ex- ject
norance has been the crowning misforsition is untenable and ridiculous."
instances.
in
and
gross
clumsy
concerning the Territory of New Mex
cept
tune
of this writer all his days. He
ico promptly answered
The questions liable to arise in assesscan see a thousand different ways in
Those who are
Texico
New Mexico
ing and collecting the tax are endless. Fe are at times progressive in Santa which he could better the condition
discouraged by the
EUROPEAN PLAN 60cAND75o
want of a proper public spirit and of himself and family if he only had
AMERICAN PLAN $1,60
R. W. WITTMAN.
...
NOT IF NEW MEXICO CAN HELP IT
to other progressive towns as more sense. It is a
SPECIAL RATES BY THE WEEK
point
fact
A strange, in fact an outrageous an
, Draftsman.
example of the spirit that should that if he were a man of very much
Copies furnished of records on file
proposition, is advanced by the Denver exist. But upon investigation it will ability he wouldn't be running a
s
'
Republican in that it asks that west- be found that other towns too have
U.
S. Surveyor General's Office.
W.
J.
PRESTON,
country
Proprietor.
newspaper."
ern New Mexico Le annexed to Arizo- those who are ultra conservative, who
Santa Fe,
NEAT
New Mexico.
LUNCH
flft FISfcST.'TXiJS.SS
COUNTER
I35T
na under the specious plea that all are parsimonious,
The Socorro Chieftain pays the folwho are holding
LADIES'
DINING
ROOM
streams flowing into the Colorado and back and befog movements for ad- lowing tribute to Covernor
Curry:
SANTA Ft, N. M.
OSTEOPATHY
its tributaries should be in one ter- vancement with extraneous argu"Governor George Curry has anritory from source to mouth so as to ments. The Roswell Register Trib- nounced his intention of resigning his
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
avoid water rights conflicts. If that une, for instance, cites such an ex- position next spring and everybody is
Successfully treats acute and chronic
The Governor assumed the
plan was followed in Colorado, east- ample when it says of its own home sorry.
diseases without drugs or medicines.
duties of his office at a time when
ern Colorado would be annexed to town:
No charge for consultation.
Office:
"Of course Roswell is the best town, it was especially difficult to perform
Kansas and Nebraska, western ColoraX
X
X
No. 103 Palace avenue." Hours: 9 to'
do to Utah, and southern Colorado but it is not clear of the same want these duties to the satisfaction of ev12 a. m., and 2 to 5 p. m. 'Phone 156.
lb New Mexico, a proposition which of valley spirit. Take the New Mexico en a considerable part of all concernthe Denver Republican would hardly Military Institute for example. It is ed, but he has succeeded admirably
view with equanimity.
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
.
Says the Re- the greatest school for boys west of in harmonizing the factions in the Rethe Missouri river. Roswell people, be- publican party and in disarming the
publican:
Notary Public.
New Uexlco
"It would be no great loss to New lieve in it, and stop at that. Some day criticism of the Democratic
Santa Fe
party.
Office with the New Mexican Print
Mexico and yet a notable advantage to it is going to be the greatest, military George Curry has made a most excelArizona if before either is admitted school in the world, with a thousand lent Governor at a trying time, hence
ing Company.
into the Union, the eastern boundary pupils where it now has hundreds. the general sorrow at the prospect of
of the latter should be established Unless there is a change it will not be his resignation."
Herewith are some Bargains offerees
because the people of Roswell helped
along the crest of the continental diby the New Mexican Printing com
in
It's
in
some
the
will
be
because
advance.
It
quite dry
the
parts of New
vide, thus taking in the sources of all
pany: code or Civil Procedure or tne
streams which flow from New Mexico rest of the Territory and the country Mexico. At White Oaks, Lincoln
of New Mexico, 1897, sheejv
Territory
Carri-zozfor
inwork
the
county,
the
the
cf
recognizes
instance, says
splendid
; across the present artificial
boundary
$1;
bound,
paper bound, 75c.. Missouri
Outlook;
stitution, its ideal location, and all of
into Arizona.
j2
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
are
the
some
rest
claims
for
of
its
"They
valuable
finding
greatness.
"The territory thus taken from New
Pleadings,' $6; the two for $10.
We all believe in the institute, don't ore and lets of it down about the 1,500
Mexico ami added to Arizona is not of
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
mind backing it up with our guarantee foot level in the old Abe mine, and
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
such great value that the former would in the
matter of rebuilding, but how still they are not bothered by water
and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
have reason to make serious objection, often do
English
hear of a boost from at the bottom. Indications now are
full leather $3.
Sheriff's ' Flexible
and of course the advantage of Arizo--' the citizen ycu
that
as
about
will
strike
often
the fire works1
body? Just
they
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25;
'A
nri would not lie merely in this tend-- as you hear an active
push for the first."
two or more' books, $1 each. New
Ji ial addition.
new high school building, although
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports. Nos.
Proprietor.
"The reason for the suggested some of the rooms are stacked seventy-fThe El Paso Herald says that there
3 and 10 Inclusive $3.30 each. Comcll- in
therethe fact that
ive
change is found
feet deep with kids, and un-- are almost one hundred divorces on W
atlon Corporation Laws. 75c. ; Compil-- ,
301-30- 3
by all possibility of contest over the less there is a way found out, hun- - file in court at Tombstone, Arizona.
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, M, Ni,
ation
Monev'
Mining L&rs. 50c.
water of an interstate stream would dreds must be shut out of schooling Sort of a graveyard of matrimonial
Digest of New. Mexico Reports, fall
ue eliminated. Arizona will have oc- altogether next year. Funny, ain't it? happiness, it seems. "
, sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
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Wealth, Hippiness and
Home Comfort.
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Hon. T. B. Catron is still at Albuon
court
business.
mterque
Sheriff Julius Meyer of Estancia, is
in town a guest at the Palace.
J. V. Martin, a Los Angeles travelj
ing man. is registered at the Claive.
M.
of
C.
Mechem
Socorro,
Judge
spent the iast week at Albuquerque.
Le Reiuharrtt of St. Louis, is among
the traveling men registered at the

In the gt ne
of life every
collar saved
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Palace.

J. F. Kirkendall, a commercial man
from Philadelphia, is a guest at the

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST (HP

Palace.
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SANTA FE, N. M.
CAPITAL $50,000
DIRECTORS
G.

OFFICERS
G. FRANKLIN

E. GRIFFIN. Asst.

J. B. LAMY

Cashier

R. H. HANNA

MULLER

FREDERICK
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THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
National Life

The Colorado

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
Manager for New Mexicc.

A M, BERGERE,

Catron Block

ftanta Fe. N. M.
S3 ESSES

The Valley Planch

Have you vlsted the VALLEY RANCH this year? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH buildings have been remolded at
great expense and offer the best of home comforts with splendid board?ear-aAre you aware that the biggest trout catch on the Pecos this
made by a Santa Fe man at VALLEY RANCH? The fishing season closes
Oetober 15th.
Aie you aware that the grouseand quail season opens Oct. 1st., deer Oct
15th.,? All game plentiful around VALLEY RANCH this Year,
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH i nas the best tennis court and
dancing floor in the territory.
s

all Information.
VALLEY RANCH, N. M

aaa.3.

J- -

F. MILLER, Mgr.

SPEGIALREAL ESTATEVALUES
City lots from $85 00 up. Houses and lots from $1,300 up
Fruit ranches (ckne in) from $800 up. 100 acres in Pecos Valley, 2 miles from Roswell. utider irrigation .2000 acres in
Rto Grande Valley; 55 acres ia fruit orchard; 54 acres in
alfalfa, part of tract now under
irrigation, balance" can be,
'
- ""'
'
v
irrigated
MONEY TO LOAN ON REAL ESTATE.
'

KOR

FULL PA RTICTJl A KS CALL ON OR ADDRESS

COMPANY
O C WATSONNEW&MEXICO
SAMA FE'

CATRON

'

BLOCK

PHONE

RED

CORRICK CARRIAGE

sg

GO.

120 San Francisco St.

-

Call up 132 Black for Carriages.
NOW IS THE TIME

To bave that SUIT cleaned, pressf d and r ut in good shape
We will do it
for fall wear.
We will charge f K1Lrtli-

The Goldberg
PHONR

203

Gleaning and Pressing Establishment
BLACK

208 WEST

Which are You Paying For?
Load or the Little Load.
The

II

Big

If you have an ordinary heater you are buying the big load of soft coal
where the small load would be sufficient fuel to produce the same

-

N. B. LAUGHLIN

W S. DAVIS, Cashiei.
W

FRANKLIN FLICK

W. S. DAVIS.

FLICK, President

H. C. Kinsel of Stanley,
is in on a visit today, stopping at the
Coronado.
M. A. Ross, civil engineer of Albuquerque, came in at noon stopping at
the Claire.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert F. Asplund
have returned home from a visit to
eastern points.
George J- Diamond and wife of St.
Paul, are among the sightseers registered at the Claire.
Phil M. Bradbury, a traveling man
from Denver, selling typewriters, is
stopping at the Claire.
M. O'Neill, the mining man from
Cerrillos, is in town on business. He
is a guest at the Claire.
H. L. Noll, a Denver traveling man
is in town selling a line of pickles. He
is a guest at the Claire.
.1. Yv
Ridge, a Louisville hardware
salesman, arrived on the noon train,
registering at the Claire.
F, U. Nelson, a traveling man from
El Paso, is calling on the merchants.
He is a guest at the Claire.
M. J. Doyle, a traveling man from
Denver, was among Saturday's arrivals, registering at the Claire.
County Treasurer Eugenio Romero
of Las Vegas, is in town on business.
He is stopping at the Palace.
Game and Fish Warden and Mrs.
Thomas P. Gable returned last evening from a visit to Kansas City.
Rev. A. Haelterman has returned to
Puerto de Luna from a four months'
visit to his old home in Belgium.
F. J. Otero, business man of Albu
querque, is in town on a uusiue
trip. He is quartered at. the Palace.
F. W. Adelfinger, a commercial man
from Des Moines, la., is registered at
the Claire. He is accompanied by his
wife.
F. E. Andrews, recently appointed
supervisor of the Jemez forest, arrived today from Silver City to begin
his duties.
Attorney E. W. Dobson of Albuquerque, arrived on last night's train, coming on legal business. He is a guest

PALAOK AVE

at the Palace.
N. A. Hardeman, the hardware

sales-

amount of heat in the

Iri

WILSON HE,ATE,R.
in

The celebrated Hot Blast

Down-Drathe Wilson produces pcrtcct
combustion and the burnable fumes which escape in other heaters are
consumed in the Wilson, so that every shovelful of coal in
the Wilson Heater will produce 40 per cent more heat than
the same amount of coal in other heaters.
No one likes to waste money why throw away 40 per
cent on every dollar you spend for fuel.

mi

Sana Fe Hardware and

ipjlj

Company

S23
son, played on the victorious varIn the evening Judge
eleven.
sity
had as guests at dinner at the
Alvarado, his son, Dr. McQueen Gray,
president of the University, and Paul
A. F. Walter.
Judge and Mrs. Fonee and daughter,
Mary, at one time residents of Santa
Fe are here from Kentucky,
having
come to Santa Fe after a brief visit in
Arizona. Judge Foree will leave for
Nevada where he has become interested in a mining venture, and Mrs. Foree and daughter will remain in Santa
Fe for the winter. Judge Foree was
very successful in a Globe, Ariz., mining enterprise, and may make Santa
Fe his home permanently.
Colonel George W. Prichard left to
day for Carrizozo to attend court.
Dr. T. A. McCarthy, federal sheep
inspector, left today for Cienega on official business.

Fie's

Mc-P'i- e

man from St. Louis, is in town
compvnied'by his" wife He is a guesil
at the Claire.
and wife of
James McPhersou
Richland TTtah. are among the sight
seers in Santa Fe. They are quarter
ed at the Claire.
Judge A. J. Abbott came in from hisranch in the Frijoles canon on Saturdav and stient Sunday. He was a guest
at the Normandie.
A. B. McGaffey, president of the
Santa Barbara Tie and Pole Company,
is here nn a business trip. He is
stopping at the Palace.
Elias Clarke, the popular merchant
of Alcalde, Rio Arriba county, came
in Saturday with his wife to attend
the Elks masquerade ball
Mrs. Frank N. Thompson and Miss
Anita Delgado left last night lor El
Paso where they will attend the fair.
They will also visit Juarez, Mexico.
H. G. Calkins of Silver City, arrived
today to assume his duties as assist-- j
ant supervisor of the Pecos forest under Supervisor Thomas R. Stewart.
Lou Weil, the well known commer
cial man from Kansas City, is here
on one of his regular visits selling a
line of dry goods. He is quartered
ac- -

SHERIFF'S

Meyers Of Estancia United
Marriage to Miss Iva
Green.

N. D.

in

THE BUR SON Hose at

the price we offer them
cannot be duplicated
for value in this or any

Hofce

Ladies
Hose

ci'y,

b:en:pushing this popular advertisfd

We have

brand for two years and our confidence is such
that we can conscientiously recommend them.

We Set

25c. 35c. and 50c.

the Price

Hi HUE

w.

Our business has doubled
lu less than two years.
There must be a cause.

The most complete lice of
fancy Goods and notions to
be found in the territory
H223E333

I

CUBES

WE CORDIALLY INVITE
YOUR ATTENTION
TO OUR!.

8

& CO.

N. T0WNSEND
THE RACKET STORE.

This morning at six thirty a nupital
mass was celebrated at the Cathedral
during which N. D. Meyer, son of Sheriff Julius Meyer of Estancia, was
joined, in wedlock to Miss Iva Green,
the daughter of A. J. Green, president
of the Estancia 'Savings bank. The
mayiage contract was witnessed by
Clarence Hample and Mrs. S. C.
After the services the bridal
party repaired to the Palace hotel
where breakfast was served.
The young couple left this afternoon for their home at Estancia where
they will be given a reception by their
many friends.

at the Claire.

Ladies

SON WEDS

BANKER'S DAUGHTER.

.

DISPLAY OF

CO.

Fall Models, Pattern and Tailored Hats

THE LEADING

Mr. and Mrs. Bean and daughter
Miss Virginia Bean, arrived home at
noon today, having enjoyed a very
pleasant trip through Iowa and other

In Felts, Collars and

GBOCEBS

NOVELTIES

eastern points.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the mounted
police, expects to return from
on Wednesday or Saturday
with Banker J. N. Broyles, who is a
court witness in the Duke. City.
Dr. W. R. Dye, former pastor of the
Church of the Holy Faith, Episcopal,
will leave tonight accompanied by his
wife, for Lincolnton, North Carolina,
where he will make his future home.
Dr. Dye is still unable to walk, being
compelled to use a wheel chair.
Ainu-querqu-

ft

e

THE
V

Best Flour

.

a

SANTA FE
BOSS PA1ENT

Misses T. Gray, T. Bone, Block and
P. Gray, the first two from London,
and the other two from Paris, arrived
in Santa Fe Saturday night, being
on a touring and signiseemg
uip.
They have taken quarters at the Pal
ace.
E. E. VanHorn, inspector for the
territorial cattle sanitary board was
called to Estancia today to inspect a
shipment of cattle. On November 5,
he will inspect another shipment from
Lamy and after that will probably go
to Taos to visit his ranch.
W. R. Reed, the popular and well
known biano salesman who travels out
of Albuquerque, arrived last night .in
Santa Fe, coming on a honeymoon trip.
Reed was married on last Friday to an
Albuquerque girl. From Santa Fe the
couple will make a trip to the Grand
Canon, Yellowstone National Park,
Portland, Oregon, ana other points on
the Pacific coast.
Judge John R. McFie was in Albuquerque Saturday to witness the game
of football between the University of
New Mexico and the Military Academy
of El Paso. John MciFe, Judge Mc-

-

Handkerchiefs etc.

FLOUR

Moda Millinery

Phone B'ack

Catron Block.

78

BEST becb use it
the
best, results in
gives
bread and pastry of any
flour you cm buy.

r

contains more Gluten
which is the very life of
and which
the wheat,
makes the bread nutritious

JHE

t

vitally
tant

impor-featur-

EAST SIDE OF PLAZA.

NOW READY FOR BUSINESS
Order from Us direct, or Phone to the Winter
Grocery or H. S.. Kaune and Co, until our
phoDe is ia place, L3t us have your order for
regultr goods or special order,

and WHOLESOME

A1

HOWIE BAKERY

e

BOSS

FLOUR s enti.
rely free from CELLULOSE

PATENT

the indigestible element

mmmmMMmmmmmmmm

of the wheat.

DIAMONDS

Qm

YOP1TZ

WATCHES

f?

MANUFACTURER OF

IS. WES
i

Right Prices

GO.

Right Goods
Right Service

I

'PHOIE!!.

i
SSL I

MEXICAN FILICRFP

JEWELRY

Ees

Tes,ed and

Fitted by
Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

I

SANTA FE,

N. M.
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PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
1.

N i

DAILY
00

I

10 12
10 35
10 50

II

05
11 20
11 45
12 20
12 45
I 30
8 50
94 15
4 45
I 55
16 50
6 15
5 35
7

C3

..

a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.

Miles From
Des Moines

m.

0

m.

4
11
18
20
26

ra.
m.
in
m
in.
p. m.
d. m.
p. m.j
p. m.
p. m,
p m.
p. m.
p. m.
p, m.
p. m.
P. in.
p. m.
p. m.

Arr.

48

Lv.

S lM.
Des .Molneg
Rumaldo
Dedraftii
Capulln
Vigil
Thompson
Cunningham
OUfton House Junction '

42
48
58
58
68
77

RATON N

Preston

88
89
94

C. & S.

5
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
12
12

82

29
24
18

17

Arr.
Lv.
Lv.

1
11
23
20
88
41

'

'

Lv.
rr.
Lv

M.

N. M.

Ute Park

15

p.
55 p.
35 p.
25 p.
55 p.
30 p.
65 p.

m,
m.
m.
ui.
m.
m.
m.
m.
ra.
m.
m.
m.

30 p
25 p.
05 p.
Sll 40 a.
11 06 a' m

fl

Harlan

Connect, with

6 30 p,

88

"

2

DAILY

48
46

Lv.
"
"
"

Clifton House Jnnutlon

E. P. A
M., 6:15 p. m.
Connect! with E. P.
:55 a. m.
i Stage for van Houten,
(

Arr,

M

Koehler
Koehler .loot
Oolfax
Oerrososo
Arr.
OIMARRON N.
Lv.
Nash

No

Raton

M

41

10
7. 23
7. 45 p. ra.

Miles From

STATIONS

11 15
10 15
9 43

'

9 25
7 50

60
58
69

7 40
7 25
7 00

a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.

m.
m.
m.
m.
ra.
ra.
ra.
m.

.

W. Ry.

train

No. 124 arrlvinfl In Dawson, N.

.

W. Ry.

train

No. 123

leavlnj Oawson,

Palace.
W. E.
Smith, Anionito: Lou Weil, Kansas
City; James McPherson and wife,
Richfield, Utah; M. T. Gray, T. Bone,
London; K. Block, P. Gray, Paris; F.
K. Andrews, George C. Calkins, City;
J F. Kirkendall,
Philadelphia; Mi.
and Mrs. R. F. Asplund, City; Euge-ni- o
Romero, Las Vegas; Julius Meyer,
X. D. Meyer, Miss Ida Green, Estan-cki- ;
X. A. Hardeman and wife,
St.
Louis: Laura C. Allen, Santa Fe; Lee
Reinhardt, St. Louis; T. II. Thompson,
Los Angeles; A. B. McGaffey, Albuquerque; E. W. Dobson, F. J. Otero,
Albuquerque; W. F. Reed and wife,
Albuquerque.
Claire.
J. W. Martin, Los Angeles; M. J.
Doyle, Denver; S. Staines, Las Vegas;
James McPherson and wife, Richfield,
Utah; X. A. Hardeman and wife, St.
Louis; Laura C. Allen, City; George
Dumond and wife, St. Paul; F. M.
Nelson, El Paso: Phil M. Bradbury,
Denver; M. O'Neill, F. W. Adlefinger
and wife, Des Moines, Iowa.
Coronado.
W. S. McCash, Trinidad: Ward W.

Stratford,
Edith; A.

Phil

r,

i

g

rHE FORUM.

'.Tones,

A.

l,

SOUTH BOUND.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.

Inter-Ocean,-

. F. Ry. at Raon and Preston, with C.
Track connection with A. T. 4
&
W
P
at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
8
E.
Des
at
& S.
Moines,
M.
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N.
In New Mexico: Ocato,
Cimarron, N. M., is depot frr the following points
Sayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Lit
Park. N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
eeco, Arroyo Hondo. Baldy, Black Lakes. Cerro, Elizabethtown,
and
Taos
Red
River
Twining.
de
Ranches
City,
Taos,
Questa,
MME. STEINHEIL TRIAL FOR
W. A. GORttVN.
J. van HOUTEN;
MURDER OF HUSBAND.
. J. DEDWAN,
Gen Pass- - Agent
V. Dres. and Gen ttgr
Superintendent
Paris, Nov. 1. All France is awaitRATON, N. M.
RATON, N. M- RATON, MM.
ing with feverish interest the trial this
week of Mine. Adolphe Steinheil for
the murder of her husband and her
mother-in-law- .
Mme. .Tapy. The public
interest has been whetted by the
stories freely circulated that intrigues,
.amours and romances involving per-- '
sons hish in the public life of France
'
will be disclosed at the trial. Hints
concerning the possible exposure of a
national scandal are heard in many

VISIT

Paso's

El

11

I

v- -

1st to 7th

LOW SU NMER RATES
TO THE EAST
Now in

&

j

NORTH

j

effect Via

MEXICO CENTRAL

NEW

E. P. & S. W.

quarters.
Ever since the arrest of Mme. Stein-- i
heil last November, six months after
the murder of her painter husband
and Mme. Japy, political opponents of
the zovernment. have been trying to
make political capital of the affair by
seeking to force an exposure of the
scandal connected with the mysterious
death of Felix Faure, president of the

republic, in 1899.
Although hushed up at the time it
was common knowledge of those be-- '
hind the scenes that Mme. Steinheil
was with M. Faure at the Elysee pal- ace when he died. Some of the news- papers at the time did npt hesitate to
print what they termed the story of
to these
the liaison.
According
stories, M. Faure had met Mme. Stein-- !
heil in the Swiss Alps the year previous to his death and had fallen in
love with her. Charges that, the wo-man poisoned M. Faure. whose death
was surrounded
with
undoubtedly
many mysterious circumstances, have
been openly made by the
press.
The double crime for which she is
j
to be placed on trial on Wednesday,
was committed on the night of May 31,
1908. M. Steinheil
was a portrait
painter and a nephew of Meissonier.
The assassination 0f Mme. Japy, however, is supposed to have been incidental to the killing of the husband.
He was the man it was desired to get
out of the way, it is alleged, in order
that Mme. Steinheil might be free to
marry the wealthy merchant Maurice
Borrdel, who was then infatuated with
j

and Rock Island

j

A. N, BROWN

For f oil particulars,

:u.

Address

P.

A.--

K,

P. & S, W.
KI Paso Texas.

I

anti-Semit-
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j

Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
Montana,

Nevada,

Oregm, and Washington.

IN EFFECT SEPTEMBER 15TH
TO OCTOBER 15TIL

COYOTE HAS ELBOWS
AND NOT KNEES.

Via

DENVER

.

RJ

&

Summer Tourist Rates

her.

Still in effect to all
points.

For further Information make inquiry of
'F H. McBRIDE, A?ent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F.
SANTA FE. N. M.

NEW MEXICAN PBINTING CO.
Local Agents for

&

P. A.
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EL PASO

Curious Controversy Raised By Boun
ty Laws of State of Washington.
Spokane, 'Wash., Nov. 1. Apple
growers, alfalfa ranchers, merchants
and sportsmen in Yakima county,-Wash- .,
are in the thick of an argument to determine which part of coyote's fore leg is its knee, and it is
likely that a state commission will
be called upon to make an official ruling. The question was raised by J. S.
Cooper, a resident of the town of Alfalfa, who holds that a coyote has elbows and not knees, while the county law provides that the right fore
foot of a coyote cut off at the knee
entitles the slayer to a bounty for the
trophy. M. Harnier, game warden of
Yakima county, upholds the Cooper
contention. Those opposed to this
say that as the coyote is a predatory
animal it does not come under the
world."
state game laws; therefore, they conThe immediate response to that
tend, the ruling of the state game department has no more weight than farmer shot was the heroic rush of
would an opinion on the same question
freemen of various religions and
by one of Dr. Cook's Eskimos.
races, to Boston to begin the incomparable war that began on the night of
DEATH OF JACOB DOLD
April 19, 1775, and ended at Yorktown,
DELAYS PACKING HOUSE PLANS Va., on October 19, 1781. when beaten,
San Antonio, Tex., Nov. 1. It is humiliated and conquered the haughty
feared that the death of Jacob Dold, Britons surrendered to Washington
the big packer, will delay the estab- and Rochambeau. I repeat, what were
lishment of the large packery he con- those. 30,000 men? Farmers, every
templated erecting here. While not all man of them, from bluff "Old Put,"!
In the
arrangements had been made it was who left his plow,
settled that the plant was to be located field and hurried off to Boston, tu the
In this city. It Is not thought, how- humblest man in the ranks, and so
ever, that his death will cause the were the brake southerners who were
abandonment of the
undertaking, such terrors to the British under Frank
though delay will necessarily ensue.
Marlon, and other leaders. Of course

Nov.

$13.40

TRIP

SANTA FE

El Paso, Teias

PRODUCING CORELESS
AND SEEDLESS APPLES.

30,-00- 0

'Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.
A

Desk Unit with few or
many Book Units as desired.
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever made.
Roomy, convenient, attractive. We want to show you
its advantages and possibilities. Call, write or ptioae
us about it.

llljP
W

d
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Stratford, Los Lunas;
George Woodman, Moriart.y; W. E.
Vanderford, Mcintosh; Hilario Garcia,
Tomas Garcia, Glorieta; H. C. Kin-selStanley; George Rockwell, Stanley; W. R. Teller, St. Louis; J. Meyers, Chicago.
Normandie.
W. J. Wilterwood, Kennedy; A. B.
Wilterwood, Kildare, Oklahoma; A.
J. Abbott, Santa Fe; D. L. McCarty,
Denver: T. E. Morgan, T. H. Morgan
and wife, Denver; Gregorio Montoya,
Teodoro Herrera, Lamy.

N. M., meet trains at Preston, N. M.
arrive and depart from Des Moines is follows:
trains
Passenger

NORTH BOUND
No. 1, :08 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.

Estancia;

1, 1909.

FOR RHEUMATISM

E. Clark and wife, Alcalde;

N. MM

NOVEMBER

old and is growing in
soil
at an altitude of 2,223 feet. Short does
claim credit for developing the
j not
eoreless-seedles- s
apple, declaring it is
a freak of nature.
j
Seven of the new apples were
In a disease so painful as Rheumatism, medicines containing opiates
and nerve-quietin- g
drugs are often used. Such treatment is dangerous not brought to the offices of the National
only because it frequently causes the sufferer to become addicted to the Apple Show, Inc., in Spokane and quar- drug habit, but medicines of this nature are always injurious to the system. ' tered in the presence of Ren H. Rice,
Rheumatism is a disease of the blood, and its cure depends entirely upon a secretarv-nianageProfessor August
As long as the blood remains
thorough purification of the circulation.
saturated with uric acid, an inflammatory condition of tha nerves, muscles van HoiderueKe, iormeriy state comand tendons of the body will exist, and the pains, aches, soreness, and hot, missioner of horticulture of Washing
feverish flesh of Rheumatism will continue.
The one safe and sure cure for ton, and several growers from variom
Rheumatism is S. S. S. It is nature's remedy for this disease, made entirely parts of the northwest, but none was
of the healing, cleansing juices and extracts of roots, herbs and barks from able to
classify the fruit. Prof. W. S.
the natural forests. S. S. S. does not contain anything that is in the slightest
horticulturist at the State
Thornber,
Tt i nbsnlntftlv a.nd niirelv vAcrptRKlo qtiH
a'mr iniiirimis to tho strQtpm
free from opiates or sedatives of any kind. S. S. S. cures Rheumatism by Col!eSe of Washington, has been
the uric acid from the circulation, it makes the blood pure, rich ated by J. J. Browne, regent, of Spo- and heaalthy so that instead of depositing sharp, uratic impurities into the kane, to make a thorough examination
muscles, nerves, joints and bones, it nourishes every portion of the body of the tree to determine its origin.
with natural, healthful properties. Book on Rheumatism and any medical
Short has engaged three watchmen,
advice free to all who write and request it.
each
to work eight hours a day as
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
guards in his orchard, to prevent injury to the true. He intends to graft
the scions on other trees the coming
every American knows that the father spring.
Experi pomolgists say if the
of his country was a Virginian planter,
is successful he will have made
process
war
when
and
the
before the war,
a discovery of
commercial imTHE FARM AND THE NATION.
over, and he had served his country portance than greater
credited to
any
tii-r- i
yet
o
vu'Aci'rlnnt
rotnrnoH
tii'inc"
1909.
fw
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 1,
V
Burbank and other plant wiz
Mr. Editor:
to his beloved Mount Vernon and died aids.
They add that while the seedon their farms
less apple is no longer a novelty, the
Among the speeches delivered by among his old friends
President Taft, during his memorable It cannot be denied that there is great production of a coreless one,
long
land to
journey through the Unicn, the one attractions to the cities of the
sought by - growers throughout the
well
is
and
it
folks,
made to the school children in Terrill, young country
world, is a distant triumph in
Tex., should be placed above them all. enough to visit them, but they should
Here are a few extracts from "The beware of making them their dwelling
"
which
ought to be places without serious consideration.
treasured by our young folks, espec- One of the greatest obstacles to sucFBATEBJML SOCIETY
cess in a city to a young man from the
ially in farming communities, as gems
His entire life has
of wisdom, which should be studied country is this:
MASONIC.
to
been
devoted
pursuits,
to
agricultural
and obeyed all their lives. Pointing
school
his
days,
the flag of stars which fluttered over except, perhaps during
Montezuma Lodge No.
hence in the matter of earning a livtheir heads, the President said:
he knows no other way but that.
1, A. F. & A. M. Re2.
ing
"That flag represents the sovereignOf course he is ignorant of mechani-- 1
communication
gular
ty of your country, and the reason
first
thus
and
cal
of
kind,
of eacfc
any
Monday
industry
why you are here this morning to see
month
he goes to town to make
at
Masonlt
me is because for four years I am the handicapped
Then he finds to his
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
a
there.
living
chief executive of the United States,
J. A. MASSIB.
bitter cost that he can find no profit
and as such for that time represent
to
is
able
and
compelled
employment,
Worthy Master.
the sovereignty of the nation, and am
ALANfc McCORD, Secretary.
work at any kind of unskilled labor he
I
entitled as long as conduct myself can find. Thus
having sacrificed his
properly to your respect as the head life
he realizes when too
long
industry
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
of the nation."
late the grave error he has made, and
iv. a. m.
He went on to explain that the Pres- sinks down to the class of common laneguiar convocation second Monday of
sovthe
for
all
his
ident,
representing
borers, who are mostly composed of
each month at
ereignty of the nation for a limited poor immigrants who are compelled to
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
was
from
far
period,
being
work for any wages they can get te
C. J. CRANDALL. H. P:
And then:
keep body and soul together. Of course
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
"In four years I will step down and there are exceptions to this statement,
,
uAjixnj-u-u-xj TruI
to
be
entitled
won't
your but like all other exceptions, they only
out, and
Santa Fe Commandery No.
respect any more than any other citi prove the rule. We hear of the men
1. K. T.
Regular conclav
zen, but for the time being I am at who have changed their lives from
fourth Monday In each
the head of the nation, and I therefore the country to the city, and have suctr:
month at Masonic Hall al
regard you as loyal Texans and as loy- ceeded there, but we have no record
al Americans, anxious to see me on of the thousands who have riot sue- 7 :30 p. m
'
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
doubt if your fathers ceeded, but have sunk out of sight, into
that account.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
had much to do with my selection, but the pitiful abyss of poverty. Hence the
.,
sometimes in a republic you know you advice of the President is wise, true
have to submit to things you cannot
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1.
patriotic. I could easily point out
help, and you have to get along the worse things than mere poverty, but 14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
best way you can with a bad job."
they will suggest themselves to every Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet
jon the third Monday of each month
Let those who think that what is thoughtful mind.
A. u mokkisun.
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
meant for children cannot contain
Your friend,
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
meat for strong men consider the
re-- 1
and
sentence
Scottish Rite Masons are cor
of
last
this
Visiting
meaning
fleet how necessary it is for patriotic WANT $1,000,000
dially invited to attend.
FOR ARANSAS PASS.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
citizens to be reminded of it to act on
it on all occasions if this government
Venerable Master.
To Be Made Home Port for Gulf HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,
is to be a working proposition.
Squadron, is the Plan of Navy
Secretary.
And who knows but the following
Department.
works, spoken to those in the most ima. p. o. e.
pressionable stage of existence by one
1. A bill
Nov.
San
Tex.,
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whose position is so calculated to imanother holds its regular session on the secto
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asking
appropriate
press, may bear fruit beyond measure $1,000,000 for
improvement work at ond and fourth Wednesdays of each
in coming years:
Aransas Pass will be introduced at month. Visiting brothers are invite
"You here live on agriculture. 1 sin- the next session, according to local in and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP.
cerely hope that you are not growing formation. Incidentally Aransas Pass
Exalted Ruler.
up with the idea that it is your busi- is to be made the home port and naval J. D. SENA, Secretary,
ness to go into the towns and cities. base of the gulf
squadron said to be in
The future of the American boy in my the mind of the government.
Knghts of Pythias.
judgment is largely involved in his
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Although President Taft did not de
pursuing the science and profession of clare himself on the matter while Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
the farmer. When you look forward he,. tnere ig no doubt tnat his recent Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
just consider that you are going to fol tour through Texas had a great deal O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitlow along the course of our fathers to do with the defense
program of the ing Knights invited to attend.
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look
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may
ican border and the gulf coast can be
sening of the movement toward large reached from it with equal facility, San
cities. The place for us to accomplish Aitonio beins the center of the railthings Is the country. The cit's will road lines converging upon both.
'
take care of themselves."
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It strikes us that it would be well if meet the emergencies that may arise
1
this little address were framed and through the existence of the Panama
put up in every school house in the canal is beyond dispute. To meet
1- -7
land. And it might be well to hang it them effectively Aransas Pass and
up over the desk of every business Fort Sam Houston must receive great-ma- n
too. Its constant suggestion of er attention yet than
they have in the
patriotism and common sense would past. This might not be necessary did
never be superfluous.
ROUND
the United States maintain a larger
If any of our people have an especial standing army. As it is the location
right to be proud of this, the grandest 10f garrisons is governed by the
the world ever saw or will slderation that wUh the least possible
see, it surely is the farmer.
i0Ss of time the troops can be thrown
They should never forget those stir- - to one of many points. Since San
Limit Nov. 8th 1909
ring lines by Emerson:
Antonio and Aransas Pass answer this
purpose as no others their greatest
"By the rude bridge that spanned the development is a foregone conclusion.
flood,
The recent acquisition by the governTheir flag to April's breeze un- ment of the Leon Springs military resfurled,
ervation, an ideal practice terrian near
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Here the embattled farmer stood,
this city shows that this Is being
And fired the shot, heard round the
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Experts Unable to Classify Fruit
Which Comes From Tree in
Washington Orchard.

j

Spokane, Wash., Nov. 1. Coreless
as well as seedless are the apples produced on a single tree of unknown va-orchard at Moran
riety In an eight-acr- e
Prairie, five miles north of Spokane,
owned by B. K. Short, a rancher. The
largest of the fruit is three inches in
diameter, the coloring being a yellowish green, streaked with red. . The apples have deep pink cheeks, and the
flush is firm and of excellent flavor.
The tree is between 12 and 15 years
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a most unpardonable ignorance on the the linht of the many for th'qual that they are sound, and promise reEVER-GROWINsubject. Whilst Hie great outlines of opportunities to which they are en sults commensurate with the propos- G
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its movements may be marked out, titled. Hut the people have only just ed expenditure.
and limitations imposed on the exer- begun to take this fight in earnest.
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lions for the improvement of the wa- typewriter, ... B. ?loan.
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Now
action of the government."
the fiaht is passing into an Mississippi valley. The advocates of electric light. Phone
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Congress has given to the secretary acute stage it is easily seen that the the proposed
W'aterway
SELECT HOARD AND ROOMS
of agriculture, acting through the for- - special interests have used the period from Boston to Florida; and thence
est service, the specific task of admin- - of public indifference to maneuver to the Rio Craude, covering a distance Those desiring same phone Black 100.
istering the national forests, with full themselves into a posit ion of exceeding of abo .t I'.t'.oii miles, connecting up Reasonable terms; near Capitol.
power to perform it, and has provided streng'h. In the first place, the eon-- navigable streams in esse and in posse
FOR SALE A second-htuisteam
hat he "may make such rules and reg-- ! stimtioual position of property in the of approximately L'T.iion miles, are not
illations and establish such service as I nited States is stronger than in any somnolent, but in a state of the high- boiler in good condition. It will be
will insure the objects of said reser- other nation. In the second place, it est, activity. They wil lie insistent for disposed of at very low price. Apply
to the Xew Mexican Printing ComLa., Nov. 1. Mr. directing such action?" and having vations, namely, to regulate their oc- is well, understood that the influence is appropriations. The aggregate cost of
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creation of the forest service the ex- - for itself under the
Spokane, Wash., Nov. 1. Mrs.
pressure of its of much public action for many years, certain, then it is neither economy to and improvement of
P
Al
AAA AAA
Baker of Spokane, conceded to
the
waterways,
1JCuuxiuiCS ui muie iua.u
xx.uUUu responsibilities was found to be that have begun to lose their compelling the
in the matter of ex- - total river traffic has
government
- be the richest
woman in eastern
decreashas passed successfully the scrutiny of of the
steadily
power. A good way to- begin to regu- - penditure nor is it a benefit to the peo- 8upreme court
ed, and few rivers are now used to Washington, who is making a speakthe treasury of the United States.
In the cage of the n ;g vg Mac. late corporations would be to stop p!e to delay the
furnishing as rapidly anything like an approximation of ing tour of South Dakota and adjoinMost significant of all, not once has daniel
(? pet m4) involvin the ad. them from regulating us.
as
can
it
be
economically
expended, their capacity
ing states in the interest of the equal
uie lores, service oeen aeteatea as io mlnlstraUve powers of the head of a
l ne sober tact is that here is the Im- - or the full amount of money needed to
to Mrs.
anv vital tpp-n"The
nrinpinlp linrtprlvinir
of
the
report
special board of suffrage movement, writes
aePartment, the supreme court of the nunent battle ground in the endless make the improvement a useful and
makes
a prima facie case Sarah E. Comerford, president of the
its woik in nay couit o adminUtra- - United states said:
engineers
contest for the rights of the people. completed thing.'
against a depth of fourteen . feet. In College Equal Suffrage Club of Spo"He ls Hmited ln the ex6rcise o his, XothinS ca
!Thn nVnl!l
e
or done will suf "Hasty and unsound conclusions a matter of so much moment, it would kane, that her reception was extremewhn
but it does not fice to postpone longer the active will be discredited bv sober-secon,Lm t
be unwise to either accept or reject ly cordial. She adds that "Governor
ionow, tnat ne must snow statutory phases of this fight; and that is why I thought. It would be a calamity if the it until it has
Vessey has shown himself to be "the
has been legal.
passed under the most
provision for everything he does. No attach so great importance to the att magnificent enthusiasm behind this
greatest friend to women, not only in
or
critical judgment
those competent his state, but to the
But it is not enough to say that the government could he. administerpH nn t,,
.!.- -.
u
mr.r. t
v
of ,mt,!rftiv0
world. I trust
,
u ,i
w c
u
to deal with it. The actual prosecution
forest service has kept within the law, j
the women of South Dakota realize
:
a
work
of
80 lonS maturing to the what a
Other oualifications go to make effi good friend they have in him.
point of undertaking can be suspend- Even those who differ
from him in
ciency in a government bureau. A bu-ed
to
long enough
ascertain what is politics consider him an example,
CONTAINS NO
reau may keep within the law and yet
pratically best and demonstrate it so both in political and home affiliations."
fail to get results.
j
that
it will carry general conviction.
Mrs. Baker is accompanied by Mrs.
When action is needed for the public
"In determining upon a course of ac- Julius
Johnson, presiden tof the state
two
of
DRUGS
good there are
opposite points
tion, it is well to consider that much suffrage society and the Federation
view regarding the duty of an adminis
Cures Coughs, Cc ids, Croup,
time may be lost in standing out now of Women's Clubs of South Dakota.
Tba Ganulna i ! Ik
Grippe. Asthma. Throat
trative offcer in enforcing the law. One
for
deeper cJham,e1' unless the ar On her return to Spokane she will
Prevents Pneumonia and Consumption
point of view asks, "Is there, any ex1
r and Lung
f
guments preponderate in its favor, and begin an active campaign to extend all
press and specific law authorizing or
lOLD BV ALL DRUGGISTS.
also that the work recommended in over the state of Washington.
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Brennan who has been ELKS' MASQUE BALL
A GREAT SUCCESS.
office today left for;
of
the
charge
saifcinn
Durango, Colorado, and is succeeded
tvsiiiim oi i i I
Wonderful and
Bewildering Assort- !v F. R. Plunkett of Colorado.
of Novel Costumes Makes
ment
Court at the County Seat Court
Pretty Picture.
first
for
the
( om ened
today
1.
Denver, Colo., Nov.
new
j
which
is
the
at
Carrizozo
lime
AVealher
forecast, for New
The grand masque ball given by the
county. As Elks' at the Armory on
county seat of Lincoln
Fair tonight
and
Mexico:
Saturday night
not been held in Lincoln.. was a far
Tuesday with warmer weather S court lias
greater success than was an- N county for the past eighteen moni.M;ticIpaMi
Xparly twQ hundred pe r
Tuesday,
in aocuei lb
aHvsnta
nf Iho nnsinn,
on
hand
amount of work
'
mart A thpir nnimaviinno
in rne- G. A. R. Meets Tonight at seven a jrreat
Carl-- ! Judge A. W. Cooley will preside.
will
of
be
from
a
there
Sat.
His
of
tumes
that
meeting
thirty,
ranging
ton Pest. G. A. R., All members are
Fair and Warmer Weather Novem-- ' auie Majesty to every other conceiv- were
requested to attend.
i,r started in with an ideal day and able kind. Many ofandthe costumes
Fire at Portaies Fire on Friday de- - lonicrrow is to be equally as fair ac- - 0f a home-mad- e
costly kind and
st royed five buildings at Portales. The cording to the weather bureau pre- - each an(J every one made a distinct
!los was $12,000, the insurance about diction. Yesterday the maximum tem- - hit
Tlie usuai fun was enjoyed to
of that amount.
perature was 47 degrees and the mini- j guess the identity of the masked
A Year Ago
A year ago toaay uie nmm was z. degrees, me wwei urns
guests and when ater iu the evening
weather was fair and pleasant with far this tall, the relative numiuiiy the masks were thrown aside some
luO per cent of sunshine. The maxi- - was 20 per cent.
startlini surprises were afforded.
;mum was oi uegiees ana me mini-- ,
Tw0 Catt,e Sales The five him- Morrison's orchestra reinforced to
mum 2S.
(ir(?(j head of cattle sold some time tne number of seven instruments play- Veteran Dies at Hotel Isaac Price,
.,() l)y t. W. Hanna o fthe Onderdonk ed exceptionally good music and de
an old veteran, wso was on lus way ranch at Lamy, Santa Fe county, to lighted the many dancers who in the
from Eloyd, X. M., to Oklahoma, died K A Miera, have been transferred to wee small hours reluctantly left the
of apoplexy in a Clovis hotel. He was the Rio Puerco ranch of the latter, scene of pleasure. The affair was un- Kinderman & Howes have sold their doubtedly the best, of its kind ever at- traveling overland.
Temperance Rally at Albuquerque
cattle, some 2.000 head ranging in ' tempted by the Elks' and everyone
y
Albuquerque will have a temperance southern Santa Fe county, to Kansas js unanimously in favor of giving
on November 28. It will be held parties.
j other' such
ball at an early date. The
'
in Elks hall and a fine program is be-- ;
Npxt Saturdav afternoon, the Cth committee in charge worked exceedthe
for
,
meeting.
ing prepared
lof Noveniber the Junior Auxiliary ingly hard and everything moved
All Saints and All Souls Today is
f
he Cnu,.ch of the Holy Faith smoothly and with satisfactory preei-Al- l
...
Saints Day and tomorrow is All
The supper that was served
t
n the sion.
d coffee
was
an
Souls Day, observed not only in the
excellent one and added much
and
M
and
nonl of tn lihrarv
Catholic but, also in the Protestant hone to have a call from all their to the pleasantness of the occasion.
Episcopal and other churches.
friends. In addition to the tea there
Chamber of Commerce Elect Di- be a tal)je of fancy articles, home
rectors The Clovis Chamber of Com-- ; lnade candy, cake and bread, offered
merce has elected the following
saie, Gjve the children a call
rectors: B. D. Oldham, Cash Ramey, ilmi encourage tnera in their good
MONEY AND METALS.
O. L. Owen, M. Boyle and C. M. Steed. work.
New York, Nov. 1. Call money
N. D.
Palace
Noon Arrivals.
prime mercantile paper
to
Automobile Road
Vaughn- - firm, 3
dollars 43. Amal.
Mexican
RosweH-TorMeyer ami wife, Est ancia; C. W.
the
has given
N. Y. C. 136
Atch. 124
mon, Rochester, N. Y.; Miss Jeanette ranee Automobile Company a right of 85
TJ. P. 201
steel 91;
Welvart, Albuquerque. Claire J. W. way and termnial facilities and work S. P. 129
Ridge, Louisville; M. JC. Ross, Albu- has been started on the road which pfd. 128
New York, Nov. 1. Lead quiet
querque; II. L. Noll, Denver.
will cost. $2,500, following in greater
Woman's Board of Trade Dance
432
Roswell-Torranc- e
copper firm, standard
which
road
the
part
A dance will be given by the Woman's
silver
will he abandoned. About $2,500 will snot and December 12(ffi3-4- :
Board of Trade on Thursday evening b
he rQad and ,t ,s tQ bej 50
Qn
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Nov. 1 Wool firm; ter
Thanksgiving dance will be given and
s
of a mile of sand, the
details will be announced later.
24;
ritorial and western mediums
road offers no difficulties.
fine mediums 2326 ;fine 1420.
Meeting of W. C. T. U. The regu
was
let
the Bogs "Water
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS
lar business meeting of the W. C. T. nutDraining
nf tViA lnwpr hnp-- vpstprrlav nnrl
U will be he d at the rooms Tuesday
Chicago. 111.. Nov. 1. Wheat Dec
,ove tQ flsh with & sco
104
mav 104
afternoon at 3 o clock Members, offl- shovel or a itch fork had their day
Dec. 50
. t ,
cers and superintendents of depart-Corn Nov. 57
May
:
.
ments are requested to be present.
wafi!60
n
tn,,ov Qa
0ats Dec. 39
May 42
Probate Court in Session The res-- , if.iroH n The imner hne was tanned
Pork Jan. $19.o7
May $19.32
u!ar November session of the probate; m,: mnmir ..ir,,i wiii run nut in ahnnt-court was held this morning in the a rot when onnthci. hd.it nf fish i
Jan. $11.47
offices of the probate clerk, George be taken. The
Lard Nov. $12.22
bogs are being drained
W. Armijo. Hon. Victor Ortega pre-jb- y
a company of farmers recently
Ribs .Ian. $10.20; May $10.15.
taking up the usual routine ganized for that purpose by Martin
1
business.
LIVE STOCK,
Yates who has a large farm in that
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 1. Cattle
Western Union Makes Change The part of the valley a portion of which
Western Union Telegraph Company! was covered by the water." Artesia Receipts, 19,000, including 1,000 south
has again made a change at its local Advocate.
ems; market steady to 10 cents lower,
office.
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pitu rnoioc
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PHONE
NO. 92.

D'S MARKET

j

tn.

;snns

GUARANTEED OYSTERS
IN

FULL

j

IN
FULL

Quarts and Pints Cans

j

!

These are a Baltimore Oyster Packed aud Sealed
in Billimore, no ice, water or dirt of any kind ever
touches them and at the same time all the original
flavor is retained, and they only cost a trifle more
than those that come in bulk

j

j

one-thir-

1, 1909.

M. J.

in

j

BOOTH'S

NOVEMBER

d

j

One of ThosgSoD

That's

All
Talk
with a title like this:

"How

She

Gets Away With It is More Than
I Can See," is the kind Grr.ce
Cameron likes, and you'll like
Grace Cameron in this one. November Amberol Record 288 for the

;

;

mm

PHONE
NO. 92.

s

MARKET

j

PH3NE
NO. 92.

Thonograph

j

an-rall-

Bwraaafnfiffagwat''ft'iWi '

J
!

I

5352

4

No

No.

Grocery

g

4

di-jf-

5o

Bakery

7--

The largest

HAVE YOU SEEN THE
QUANTITY AND TRIED
THEQIMLITY OF OUR

and most
complete
line of
groceries in
the city

BAKhRY DEPARTMENT

MARKETKEPORT

j

1--

three-quarter-

We handle all kinds
of hay, grain and feed

7--

1

7-- 8

I

1--

I.

.4.

F. Andrews.

or-sid-

Phone Ko. 4
.mim,u.jLmmmm

'

Get complete list of November Records from
write to National Phonograph.
your dealer,75orLakeside
N. J.
Avenue.
Oranire,

Company,

Native steers $4.508.50; southern
steers $3.254.75; southern cows $2.60
4.00; native cows and heifers $2.25
4.50; stockers and feeders $3.00
5.00; bulls $2.503.75; calves $3.75
6.25; western steers $3.755.50; western cows $2.754.50.
market
Receipts 11,000;
Hogs
steady. Bulk of sales $7.407.75;
heavy $7.707.85; packers and butchers $7.507.80; light $7.257.C5; pigs
$6.007.00.
Receipts 10,000; market
Sheep
10
to
cents lower. Muttons
steady
$3.904.75; lambs $5.756.85; range
wethers and yearlings $4.005.00;
range ewes $3.005.00.
Chicago, Nov., 1. Cattle Receipts
Market ten lower. Beeves
32,000.
$3.909; western steers $4.257.50;
stockers and feeders $25.65; cows,
heifers $35.10; calves $6.2o8.50.
Hogs
Receipts 28,000. Market
mixed
strong. Light $7.257.80;
heavy $7.358; rough
$7.407.97
$7.3o7.53; heavy $7.558; pigs $5.50
7.30; bulk sales $7.757.90.
WANTED 4 or 5 rooms for light
housekeeping, must be furnished and
strictly modern. Santa Fe Hardware
:
and Supply Co.
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When You Start Out!
"
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AFTERJTHAT NEW SUIT and
OVERCOAT START IN THE

tall

RIGHT DIRECTION.

i

4Aln

C

Ola3 r I
that has

Towards the
Clothing Home

a well

established
for selling oaly tin
best of clothes Such a resoluta-tiocannot laid to bring you
directly here.

,

u

If YOU know exactly the
kind of suit you want you
will find choicest models in
all the correct styles.
;

IF

YOU do not known
them we shall be pleased to
to assist you wi h the bet
of service in fitting you per
fectly withjust the! kind of
suit you ought to wear.

,

$22.50,

$25.00,
$27.50,
& $30.00.

SUITS III
V

The clothes you will have are
8' metaing
more than just
clothes. We will do more than
just cloth vou WE'LL DRESS
YOU, OP THE BEST ALL
WOOL CLOTHES in the world
of HART
SCHAPFNER &
,

.

MARX makef

This is the Home of the

.
r.
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Copyright 1908 by .'
Hart Schaffner

NAT H

&

Marx
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HART SCHAFFNER &
MARX in this vicinity,
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